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DISASTER AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE: A STUDY 
OF THE LONG-TERM CONSEQUENCES IN 

ANCHORAGE OF THE 1964 ALASKA EARTHQUAKE 

William A. Anderson 

Abstract 

This monograph discusses the findings of a year and a half 
field study on the long-term effects of the March 27, 1964 
Alaska earthquake on a sample of twenty-three Anchorage 
organizations. Seventeen of the organizations studied 
experienced some long-term change as a result of the earth- 
quake. In some cases the disaster facilitated the emergence 
of new patterns of change and in others it accelerated pre- 
existing trends. Organizations tended to undergo long-term 
change when the earthquake significantly altered their 
environments, for example, by creating new demands, and when 
it engendered or heightened internal problems such as 
organizational strains. 
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PREFACE 

Some of the monographs in the series published by the Disaster 
Research Center (DRC) present theoretical discussions of short-run 
organizational responses to community crises. Others of the 
monographs deal with general topics such as warning problems in 
laige-scale emergencies. Still others in the series are primarily 
descriptive accounts of specific disasters. This particular 
monograph reports yet another kind of research undertaking.  It is 
a longitudinal study of organizational change over an eighteen- 
month period. 

The monograph examines, within a sociological framework, the 
changes that occurred as a result of the Alaskan earthquake in the 
structure and functions of twenty-three organizations in Anchorage, 
Alaska. It attempts to answer the question of what were the long- 
run modifications that could be attributed to the experiences of 
these organizations in the disaster. In one respect, it asks what 
kind of "organizational learning" took place. The author also 
makes an effort to account for the conditions and contexts that 
led some of the groups to alter themselves significantly whereas 
others remained as they were before the earthquake. 

In the main, what is impressive is the relative lack of organi- 
zational change that took place. Such long-run modifications in 
structure and functions that occurred were highly selective, and 
often the continuation of already existing trends. The following 
account is a testimony to the remarkable stability of social life 
and suggests that while change is ever present it is not likely 
to be significantly accelerated or drastically reoriented in dif- 
ferent directions even by a major disaster. Whether this general 
observation stems from some unique or particular constellation 
of factors in the Alaskan earthquake, or whether it is a more uni- 
versal finding, will have to await examination of other disaster 
situations. At this point, the author has provided a very good 
starting point for future studies. 

Russell R. Dynes 
E. L. Quarantelli 
Co-Directors 
Disaster Research Center 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Scope of the Study 

A major earthquake struck southcentral Alaska — including Anchorage, 
the state's largest community — on March 27, 1964. Many organizations, 

large and small, were involved in the response to that disaster. Some of 
these groups had to change their behavior considerably in their attempts to 

cope with the emergency.  In this study we examine what, if any, long-term 

changes or adaptations occurred in a number of these organizations. We con- 
ducted this examination by making a series of case studies of Anchorage based 

organizations. 

The following questions particularly interested us:  (1) What long-term 
organizational changes related to the disaster occurred after the earthquake? 

In other words, we sought a description of the long-run consequences of the 
disaster for certain organizations.  (2) What was the nature of such modifica- 

tions? For example, had they been anticipated prior to the earthquake? 

(3) How can we best account for the observed changes? We wanted to analyze 

the factors that were responsible for such alterations in the organizations. 
And finally, (4N How can the absence of organizational change in some in- 

stances be explained? That is, given the circumstances, why was there no 
observable change in particular cases? 

Our overall intent is to provide needed information about social change 

by considering the relationship between one type, long-term organizational 

change, and community disaster. Sociologists generally agree that the study 

of social change, which should be one of the discipline's primary concerns, 

is among its least developed and understood areas.  Organizational change 
has been as equally poorly studied.2 

In the area of disaster research, there is a slowly growing body of 
empirical data on the immediate and usually temporary adjustments of com- 

munities, organizations, and individuals to stressful or disaster conditions.^ 
In these studies, the assumption has been that the forms such adjustments 

will take are, at least in part, patterned. Thus, through systematic obser- 

vation, regularities can be identified and generalizations from one disaster 
situation to another can be made. 

However, the vast proportion of this research has dealt with ■* very re- 

stricted time span -- the immediate emergency period of perhaps a weak at the 
most. Few researchers have considered in an equally systematic fashion the 

long-term social change produced by disaster. We feel that this is a research 

problem with at least as much importance and implication, and present this 

study as a contribution to the development of the area. 
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Past Studies 

Even in the relatively few disaster studies that do discuss long-run 
changes, the topic seldom occupies a prominent place. Some of the re- 
searchers have had but tangential interest in the topic and make references 
only in passing. Still other researchers developed an interest only after 
they had collected their data and thus had little to report in their analyses. 
Few of these studies report on organizational changes with only one — Drabek's 
study of the Indiana Coliseum explosion^ -- specifically addressing itself to 
this level of analysis.  Despite these limitations, however, this kind of re- 
search does have some relevance for our interests. 

Some past studies present findings which indicate that long-term change 
often does occur in a community or society that experiences a major disaster. 

For example, Samuel Prince in his 1920 study of the Halifax explosion notes 
changes in community health organizations, recreation, education, and rela- 
tions among various voluntary organizations.6 J. E. Ellemers reports that 

after the Holland flood disaster, "the establishment of new institutions such 
as social welfare, community centers and a beginning of community-organization 
constituted . . . elements of change introduced by the restoration."'  Bates 
et al., in their longitudinal study of the social and psychological conse- 

quences of Hurricane Audrey, identify several long-run modifications and 
alterations which occurred in Cameron Parish, Louisiana. For example, there 

were changes in public services, in key community offices, and in the creation 

of new public positions and new organizations.  In Weisman's study of a 
Norwalk, Connecticut flood, he observed the creation of new agencies and com- 
missions and a greater awareness on the part of officials of various kinds of 
community problems.9 

Sometimes there are also technological adjustments after a disaster. 
Drabek indicates that the coliseum explosion was followed by a number of 
changes in organizational communications systems. For example, an inter- 
hospital radio telephone system was established in Indianapolis as a direct 

result of the disaster. Steps were also taken to improve police communication 

capabilities. *•" 

Usually, sociological and technological change are inextricably bound, 

as this excerpt from Ellemers' Holland study illustrates. 

Finally, we wish to mention one change in particular, namely the 
radical change in the warning- and safety-systems in the south-western 

Netherlands. Through the cooperation of the meteorological stations, 

the Ministry of Waterways and Transport, polder organizations and mu- 
nicipalities, an extensive warning-system has been established.  By 

means of this system, people are better informed about high water 

levels and dangerous situations and are better prepared for them. On 

the basis of existing organizations — polders, Red Cross, Civil De- 
fense and others -- an organization has been set up for the protection 

of the dykes, for relief, rescue and evacuation in case of emergencies.*■*• 
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The findings from many of the studies also suggest that a community or 

society stricken by a disaster may become more susceptible to change. For 

example, Fritz makes this observation: 

Disaster provides an unstructured social situation that enables persons 
and groups to perceive the possibility of introducing desired innova- 

tions into the social system. . . . The breaking of the "cake of cus- 
tom" is often perceived by many groups in the society as desirable once 
the immediate problems of rescue, medical care, subsistence, and shel- 
ter become solved. Changes and adjustments made during the emergency 

give proof that the restructuring or changing of the social system is 

possible. People see the opportunity of realizing certain wishes which 
remained latent and unrealized under the old system." 

The findings of Prince and Ellemers would also support this view. 

One generalization appearing in many of the studies is that disasters 
function as catalysts, i.e., they result in the acceleration of pre-disaster 

patterns of social change..   Prince reports that some impending decisions 

regarding city planning and civic improvements in Halifax occurred earlier 

than anticipated because of the explosion.^    Ellemers says that following 
the Holland flood, "the most important tendency seems to be the acceleration 
of an already existing process of social change."*■'    Bates et al. also report 

that pre-disaster trends or processes were accelerated following Hurricane 
Audrey.  In one instance, the disaster was responsible for increasing an al- 

ready existing tendency toward increased formalization in social relations in 

Cameron Parish. " 

Thus, such studies as do exist indicate that change does indeed result 
from a community-wide disaster. An explanation suggested is that increased 
fluidity in the structure of a social system following a disaster makes it 
responsive to the introduction of new social organizational and technological 

patterns. There is also some evidence that disasters function as catalysts 

and are responsible for accelerating pre-disaster patterns of change. 

General Theoretical Framework 

There is relatively little agreement on key terms in the disaster lit- 

erature.*' Nor is there complete consensus on major sociological concepts. 

Thus, before indicating our general theoretical framework, it will be neces- 

sary to indicate how we conceptualize some of the major terms we will be 
using. 

Our definition of disaster follows that of Marks and Fritz who conceive 
of it as having these characteristics: 

a. The event affects a community of persons — i.e., a collection of 

people who occupy a common territory and are bound together in rel- 

atively permanent social relationships. 
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b. The event confronts a large segment of the community with actual 

danger, or threats of danger and loss to cherished values and 
material objects. 

c. The event results in deaths, injuries, the destruction of property, 

and other losses and deprivations to the population, e.g., the 

disruption of community utilities and other community services. 

d. The direct or indirect consequences of the disaster affect a large 

proportion of the population in the community — i.e., the reper- 

cussions are diffused throughout the community rather than focalized 

in a particular group or collection of individuals.*° 

For the purpose of this study, we view an organization as having several 
characteristics which distinguish it from other collections of people. For 

example, it is relatively permanent, and complex in the sense that the group 
tends to have several distinct levels of positions. Also, it has patterned 
interaction -- i.e., certain interaction sequences are repeated.19 These 

patterns may be internal, e.g., relationships between positions and units 
within an organization. Or they may be external, such as relationships be- 
tween an organization and its environment, e.g., other organizations. 

With this definition in mind, we define organizational change as any 

modification in the patterned interaction of an organization. Long-term or- 
ganizational change refers to modifications in organizational patterns which 
appear to have become relatively durable features. Durability is difficult 

to define but has reference to what sociologists generally call institution- 
al ization. 

Our approach to the relationship between disaster and organizational 
change is to regard organizations as dilemma-solving and tension-managing 
social systems.2" From this perspective, internal and external problems 

are viewed as providing impetus to both short-run and long-term organizational 
change. Consequently, in this study the basis for such change was sought in 

both the internal and external relationships and processes of organizations. 

Our orientation evolved from the findings of several other behavioral 

researchers. One was Wilbert Moore, who notes with regard to internal or- 

ganizational characteristics and problems: 

Some organizational changes . . . represent the gradual transformation 

of the organization in response to its own characteristics and its ad- 
justment to relatively stable environments. Some persistent problems 

of organization, for example, though never fully "solved," provide the 
basis for the continuous quest for further approximations to perfec- 
tion. 21 

In other studies, the following related points are brought out. Many 

changes which occur in organizations in response to internal problems are 
official. That is, the modifications or innovations are initiated by offi- 

cials who have the legitimate authority to do so.22 However, other changes 



are unofficial, such as those resulting from worker-management2-' or staff-line 
problems.24 organizations may a)so change as they attempt to adjust to prob- 

lems originating from their environments.25 

Organizations conceived of as problem-solving systems are never in a 

state of perfect equilibrium or adjustment. They are always faced with dif- 

ficulties of varying degrees of seriousness which require attention.  In the 
process of adjusting to their problems, organizations take on new character- 

istics which become long-term organizational features. 

Thus in our research effort, viewing organizations as problem-solving 

systems sensitized us to the possibility of change occurring from problems 
which were a direct result of the earthquake or from pre-disaster problems 

that somehow took on new significance because of it. For example, frequently 
during a major community disaster, organizations find it difficult to coordi- 

nate and control rescue, relief, and rehabilitation activities. Several 
problems are often responsible for this. These include the lack of a clear-cut 

division of labor among different organizations, ambiguity as to which offi- 
cials and organizations have the authority for various decisions, and inade- 

quate communications within and between organizations.z" 

Our orientation prepared us to be alert to the following possibilities 

resulting from such situations:  (1) As these and similar problems became 
apparent during the crisis they may have served as a basis for temporary or- 

ganisational modifications.  (2) Such disaster related problems may have 

generated long-term organizational change as organizations established plans 
and procedures to prevent their recurrence or to minimize their effect in 

future disasters. 

As previously mentioned, there have been very few studies on the long- 

term social consequences of disaster and even fewer in which organizations 
were the units of analysis. Consequently, relevant variables have not been 
systematically identified.  In utilizing our framework, it is our intention 

to provide rich descriptive data upon which more analytical studies can be 

built, and to identify some of the variables that might account for long- 

term organizational change following disaster. 

A number of sociologists have suggested that the notions of social 

conflict and strain are relevant variables in the analysis of social change. 

With this in mind, these notions were examined in our research to determine 
their utility as analytical variables in explaining disaster related long- 

term organizational adaptation.  In terms of our general approach we were 

interested in organizational strain as a type of internal organizational prob- 

lem, and interorganizational conflict as an environmental problem. 

Strain is what Parsons refers to as an endogenous source of structural 
change.27 in organizations it is the inconsistencies or discrepancies between 
structural elements, e.g., between official and unofficial structures. Other 
types of organizational strain include role conflict -- when an individual is 

faced with conflicting expectations; and normative dissensus — for example, 
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when two departments disagree about the legitimacy and priority of certain 
demands.28 Among others, Moore and Feldman utilize the notion of persistent 

strain as a probable reason for change in social systems.29 xhis lack of 

harmony in organizations, for example, creates problems and as Moore indicates, 

Problems provoke attempted solutions. Individuals seek to further 
their interests, or, very commonly, the interests of organizational 

units they represent, and in doing so attempt to find new procedures, 
new distribution of power, influence, prestige and wealth. The divi- 

sive influences, however, need not dominate. Some problem-solving 
will be directed toward alleviating tension or removing strains, and 

will lead to compromise or to authoritative and disciplined decisions.-*" 

Conflict is another variable used to account for social change. Coser, 

for example, sees "the clash of values and interests, the tension between 
what is and what some groups feel ought to be, the conflict between vested 
interests . . ." as being responsible for generating new norms, institutions, 

and economic and technological changes in a society.31 in this study, we are 

using the term in what La Piere refers to as its general and most frequently 
used sense.32 Thus, conflict may be used to refer to less dramatic situations 

such as disagreement between relief organizations over who has the right to 
feed disaster victims. 

We will seek to make an assessment, then, of the usefulness of the 

variables of organizational strain and interorganizational conflict in terms 

of our particular research problem. More specifically, we want to determine 

if, following a disaster, (1) long-term organizational change occurs in 

sources of pre-disaster and disaster-generated organizational strains, and if 
(2) long-term organizational change occurs in pre-disaster and disaster-gen- 

erated conflict relations between organizations. 

The Organizations Studied 

The following sample of twenty-three organizations was selected for the 
study.  (The basis for drawing the sample and the methodology of the study 

are discussed in the appendix.) 

Anchorage Police Department 

Anchorage Civil Defense Department 
Anchorage Fire Department 
Anchorage Port Department 

Anchorage School District 
Anchorage Public Works Department 
Anchorage Municipal Light and Power Department 

Anchorage Telephone Department 

Alaska Native Hospital 
Two private hospitals 

One radio-television station 
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Three radio stations 

One television station 

Anchorage Daily Times 

Chugacb Electric Association 
Anchorage Natural Gas Corporation 

South Central Alaska Chapter, American Red Cross 

Alaska Salvation Army 
Alaska National Guard 

Alaska State Civil Defense 

Besides varying in their disaster involvement, these organizations also 
range along several structural dimensions. Included in the sample are: 

(1) large, highly bureaucraticized organizations and smaller, less bureau- 

cratic ones; (2) organizations with large numbers of volunteers and those 
with few or no such personnel; (3) organizations whose normal function is to 

deal with emergency situations and those that never become so involved; and 
(4) local and state organizations. The disaster roles of these organizations 
will be considered in the next chapter. 

Having specified the research problem, made a general theoretical 

statement, and defined key concepts, in the next chapter we will turn to a 
discussion of the disaster setting and the response made to the disaster 

during the emergency and rehabilitation periods. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE DISASTER RESPONSE 

The Setting 

The State 

Alaska, with 586,000 square miles, is by far the largest state in terms 
of area. Its population in 1960 was 226,000, of whom 43,000 were classified 
as native, i.e., Indian, Eskimo, and Aleut. 

The population tended to be concentrated around a few main urban areas. 
Almost half of the people lived in the southcentral region, which was struck 
by the earthquake and the subsequent seismic waves.  This region includes 
Anchorage, Kodiak, Seward, Valdez, Whittier, and Kenai. Of the 100,000 per- 
sons who reside in the Anchorage metropolitan area, about 50,000 lived within 
the city's corporate limits. The combined population of the other communi- 

ties in the southcentral region was less than 10,000.* 

Several industries had grown up around the natural resources of the 

state to become important aspects of its economic structure including fishing, 
mining, and lumbering.^ After 1957, oil refining and natural gas production 

also became important; much of this activity was carried out in the Kenai 

Peninsula area to the south of Anchorage where several companies had con- 

structed refineries. 

Transportation was not very adequate in Alaska due in large measure to 

climatic and other geographic factors. The best highways were centered around 

Anchorage and Fairbanks, the two largest cities. Also, rail transportation 

facilities were so located as to provide service mainly between Fairbanks and 
the southcentral region. Shipping and aviation played important roles in the 

transportation system of the state. High bulk products were shipped from 
states such as Washington to southcentral Alaska and then transported inland 

by The Alaska Railroad. Also, the inadequacy of the highway system had led 
to considerable dependence on aviation as a mode of travel throughout the 
state's interior. 

The military played a vital role in the economy of Alaska. Many civil- 

ians were employed by the military and the income of military personnel sup- 
ported many of the state's service industries. Even large numbers of persons 
who were not directly employed by the military or federal government, e.g., 
people working in the construction industry, depended to some extent on fed- 
eral defense spending for some income. 
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Anchorage 

The Anchorage metropolitan araa was the economic and trade center of the 
state. 

Approximately 40% of Alaska's income, or about $252 million, is derived 
from the Anchorage area. Not being a major manufacturing center, 
Anchorage achieves its importance as the central transportation, communi- 
cations and logistics support point with more than 2,000 persons employed 
*n transportation and more than 500 in communications and electronics, 
it is also the headquarters for oil and gas explorations in Alaska and 
the focal point for this industry's management supply and support. 

The kinds of organizations and groups located in Anchorage at the time 
of the disaster certainly bore some relationship to the fact that it was the 
financial and population center of the state. Many of the organizations which 
possessed important resources that were used during the emergency would not 
have been found in smaller communities in Alaska, or would not have had the 
same kind of capabilities.  For example, compared to most communities, 
Anchorage had relatively large and modern police and fire departments.  Several 
state and federal agencies had offices in the community, e.g., state civil 
defense and the Corps of Engineers.  Such organizations could provide Anchorage 
with speedy access to state and federal resources. Fort Richardson and Elmen- 
dorf Air Force Base, with their va^t resources, were located just outside the 
city. About 25,000 military personnel resided in the area.5 

The military played a very important role in the Anchorage area's 
economic structure, but it was interwoven with civilian organizations in more 
than an economic sense. The children of military personnel attended the public 
schools. The wives taught in Anchorage schools, worked as nurses in the 
hospitals, and served as secretaries in various organizations and agencies. 
The military and civilian organizations frequently cooperated with one another. 
For example, Anchorage area fire departments had mutual aid agreements with 
their military counterparts. 

Furthermore, some military personnel retired and became employed in 
important positions in Anchorage. Their prior relationships in the military 
and their knowledge of its operation enabled them to act as effective liaison 
persons between the two elements of the community.  Thus, a basis for coopera- 
tion existed between the military and civilian spheres of the community which 
could be drawn upon during a period of emergency. 

There was considerable change occurring in the community at the time of 
the earthquake. In essence, it was becoming more urbanized.  Between 1950 
and 1960, the city's population expanded from 11,254 to 44,237.° Although 
population growth seemed to have leveled off considerably after 1960, substan- 
tial expansion and development was still required of its institutions and 
organizations at the time of the disaster.  For example, there was a new hos- 
pital and also one that only recently had expanded. There was a new gas 
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utility and the school system was in the process of expanding and undergoing 
other changes. 

The Disaster 

The Alaska earthquake occurred on Good Friday, March 27, 1964 at 

5:36 p.m.  It registered on the Richter scale at between 8.4 and 8.7 and thus 
was one of the most powerful earthquakes to be recorded in the United States.' 
The epicenter of the earthquake was in Prince William Sound in the southcen- 

tral part of the state.° Property damage estimated at over $300 million' 
occurred in southcentral Alaska over an area of about 50,000 square miles;^ 

116 persons died. The uplift and subsidence of the earth and the subsequent 
seismic waves caused most of the damage and deaths. A number of communities 

were affected, including Anchorage, Seward, Valdez, Kodiak, Homer, and 
Whittier. 

Anchorage, which vas approximately 30 miles west of the epicenter re- 

ceived the most property damage,*■'■  but had only nine deaths. Seismic shock 
and landslides rather than seismic waves accounted for the damage in 

Anchorage. 

Much of the city's damage was the result of four major landslides 

triggered by the earthquake: Fourth Avenue, L Street, Government Hill, and 

Turnagain.^ The land in some of these areas is composed of a relatively 

unstable material called Bootlegger Cove clay which subsided under the im- 
pact of the earthquake. 

The slides in the fashionable Turnagain residential area destroyed or 

severely damaged considerable personal property including seventy homes. 

The Fourth Avenue slide area encompassed part of the city's business district; 

many buildings were destro3'ed as a section several hundred yards long sub- 

sided ten to eighteen feet.  In the Government Hill area, a slide more than a 
mile long destroyed a grammar school and other hroperty. The land moved 

several feet in the L Street slide area, severely damaging many buildings and 

streets.  In addition, utility facilities were damaged in the slide areas. 

A number of buildings located outside the four main slide areas were 

badly damaged or destroyed by seismic shocks, including a six-story apartment 

building, a five-story department store, and a sixty-fiot high airport con- 
trol tower. Also a fourteen-story hotel, two fourteen-story apartment houses, 
an eight-story office building, and a six-story office building were among 

those that received structural damage. ■* 

Immediately following the earthquake, normal community processes were 
interrupted. Two of the seven Anchorage water system wells were destroyed 
and the system was almost entirely drained. Service was also disrupted to 

about 80 percent of the Anchorage Natural Gas Corporation's customers. The 
area's electric power failed completely and city telephone service was 
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disrupted. Organizations with emergency power and communications facilities 

began utilizing them. 

Most persons were at home rather than at work when the earthquake 

struck, but emergency organizations such as the Anchorage police and fire 

departments had regular shifts on duty. The Public Safety Building, head- 

quarters for both groups, had no major structural damage.  It became the 
center for the city's emergency operations. Various city and other organiza- 

tions and agencies worked there to coordinate the activities of their partic- 

ular groups with the overall disaster operation. 

All commercial radio and television stations went off the air at the 

time of the earthquake because of the power failure. One radio station 
managed to return to the air as early as 5:57 p.m. by using emergency genera- 

tors. 

The community's three civilian medical hospitals lacked electricity, 

water, telephone service, and functioning sewage disposal facilities immedi- 
ately following the disaster. They escaped major structural damage, though. 

The two nearby military bases, Elmendorf and Fort Richardson, sustained 

considerable damage. Because of their immense resources, their capabilities 

were not seriously hampered. The Alaska National Guard was on annual summer 
camp duty at Fort Richardson. This proximity to Anchorage enabled the Guard 
to a.ssist quickly when it was asked to do so by civilian authorities. 

The Disaster Response 

The response to the disaster can be roughly divided into an emergency 

period and a rehabilitation period." Each of these periods or stages were 

characterized by different kinds of emergency activities." 

The emergency period began immediately following the earthquake and 

lasted approximately three days. This seemed to be the time when the great- 

est demands were imposed upon the capabilities of the community, its groups 

and organizations. Search, rescue, and general preservation of life functions 

prevailed over other kinds of considerations during this period. 

The emergency period was followed by the rehabilitation period, which 

appeared to commence when the sense of urgency declined. At this time, many 

of the normal community processes and functions which had been interrupted 

were once again resumed, During this period, organizational and community 

officials were preoccupied with long-term and permanent recovery. To some 
extent, the community was still in the rehabilitation phase when our research 

was completed because earthquake-related activity was still going on. 
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The Emergency Period 

Search and Rescue 

Immediately after the earthquake, search-and-rescue activity began in 

Anchorage. Of the variety of groups, organizations, and individuals who 

participated, some had previous experience in rescue work while many others 

had not. Groups and organizations engaged in such work at various times dur- 

ing the emergency period included: the Anchorage fire department, the U.S. 
Army, the Anchorage police department, the Alaska state police, a local 

mountain rescue group, the Spenard fire department (from a suburb), and some 

personnel from the Anchorage Public Works Department. From time to time, 
these organizations absorbed individual volunteers who represented no partic- 

ular group. For example, private construction people not only participated 

in search and rescue but also made their equipment available. 

Most earthquake victims were discovered and taken to hospitals before 

nightfall on Friday. However, search-and-rescue efforts continued until 

Sunday, March 29, as a precautionary measure and because people found it dif- 

ficult to believe that there had been so few casualties in light of the dev- 

astation that had occurred. As early as the evening of March 28, buildings 

in the damaged areas had been searched carefully on three or four different 

occasions. 

Initially, private citizens assisted people in the damaged areas. 
Gradually, however, the search-and-rescue function took on a more organized 

character. Anchorage fire department personnel became engaged in rescue ac- 
tivity fairly early. Sometime after 5:40 p.m. on Friday, department person- 

nel were involved in searching a heavily damaged department store in the down- 
town area. Around 6:00 p.m., the Spenard fire department began rescue oper- 

ations in the Turnagain slide area. Several minutes later they were joined 
by men from the Anchorage fire department and the Alaska state police. 

Around 6:40 p.m. on Friday, a building construction and maintenance of- 
ficial of the public works department began organizing teams to search the 
damaged areas building by building for victims and to make damage inventories. 

The teams were composed of volunteers and city employees, including some from 
public works. This energent structure, lauer known as the Disaster Control 
Office, also engaged i other important functions such as neutralizing sec- 

ondary Hazards, locating and organizing public shelters, registering volun- 

teers, and locating needed emergency supplies and equipment. 

Sometime after 11:00 p.m. on Friday, an Army rescue group from Fort 

Richardson became involved in the rescue effort. Between 5:30 and 6:30 a.m. 

on Saturday, March 28, a volunteer was appointed civil defense coordinator 

of rescue operations.  Between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m. search-and-rescue activities 

were, for the most part, organised.  Even after this period, however, there 

were some uncoordinated search-and-rescue efforts. 
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Medical and Health Organizations 

Providence Hospital functioned as the major medical facility in 

Anchorage dur?ng the emergency period. When city power was interrupted, an 
emergency generator provided power for limited areas such as the corridors, 
the emergency room, and operating rooms. 

For many hours after the earthquake, hospital officials had no way of 

knowing the number of casualties to anticipate because the telephones were 
inoperative. No standby means for establishing communications was available. 
As a result, preparations were made to care for a large number of earthquake 
victims that never arrived. 

Between 6:15 p.m. and midnight on Friday, March 27, twenty-one casual- 
ties were received. Of this number, three were dead on arrival and only 

seven were admitted.  Between Saturday morning and Sunday night eighty-nine 
emergency cases were treated at the hospital, eighteen of which were defi- 
nitely earthquake related. 

Throughout the emergency period, Providence had sufficient personnel to 

handle the emergency cases. The hospital was assisted in some way or another 

by a number of organizations, including the Anchorage fire, police, and civil 

defense departments, the Army and National Guard, Alaska state civil defense, 

and various hospital supply houses.  In addition, large numbers of private 

citizens volunteered their services. In fact, at one point the volunteer 
situation created a serious problem because staff time had to be spent trying 
to determine how to utilize them. 

At the Alaska Native Hospital, preparations were made shortly after the 
earthquake for receiving hundreds of injured persons from the community. How- 
ever, only eight persons were hospitalized with disaster-incurred injuries. 

Also, a number of refugees were housed at the hospital the night of the dis- 

aster. The lack of water, heat, power, and functioning sewage disposal fa- 

cilities were probably the most critical contingencies that faced this hos- 

pital during the emergency period.  Before emergency generators were borrowed, 
it would have been difficult to have performed major surgery at the hospital.*° 

Presbyterian Hospital was located in the downtown section of Anchorage 

and was in the L Street slide area. The hospital lacked power, water, and 
heat but sustained no major structural damage. Around 6:00 p.m. on Friday, 

Presbyterian began evacuating due to the presence of what officials defined 
as dangerous gas leakage. Some patients were sent home, while twenty-two 

were transferred to Providence. This transfer, using vehicles provided by 

off-the-street volunteers, was completed around 8:00 p.m.  Prior to the 
evacuation, only two emergency cases were dealt with at Presbyterian. The 
hospital was reopened on Sunday afternoon, March 29. 

Local, regional, and state public health officials, with the assistance 

of other organizations, also worked to control public health hazards following 

the earthquake. Friday night, residents of the community were instructed by 
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Che health officials to boil or chlorinate all drinking water because of 

possible contamination. 

Also on Friday night, the Army supplied local public health personnel 

with water trailers which they placed at central points throughout the city. 

Some trailers were maintained for a week after the disaster. The Army also 

made available four water treatment plants. On Saturday morning, March 28, 

public health officials established a number of innoculation centers in 
Anchorage. This program lasted for a week, during which 38,000 typhoid in- 

noculations were given. 

Security and Control 

Every major disaster presents problems with respect to security and 

control, and this one was no exception. Several organizations became involved 

in securing the damaged areas. On Friday evening after the earthquake, a 
group of civilian volunteers was organized to assist regular police personnel. 
These volunteers were deputized and given makeshift arm bands with "police" 

written on them. Teams of from three to six of these volunteers were sent 

out with a regular police officer into the damaged downtown area. They di- 
rected traffic, guarded buildings, and controlled entry by the general public 

into the area. 

Sometime after 8:00 p.m. on Friday, Army troops from Fort Richardson 

that had been requested by city officials began arriving in Anchorage to as- 
sist the police in securing the damaged sections. Alaska National Guard 
troops took up positions in Anchorage at about the same time. 

After the damaged downtown area had been cordoned off, a serious prob- 
lem developed for those who had legitimate reasons to enter the area, such as 

crews on emergency assignments and businessmen who wanted to make inventories 

and prepare for reopening. A number of organizations issued different kinds 

of passes and as a result guards on duty often did not know which ones to 

honor. Tr further complicate matters, many of the National Guardsmen were 
Alaskan Eskimos whose English skills were minimal. Sometimes they would not 

permit any persons with passes to enter the restricted areas of town. Nu- 

merous attempts were made to solve this problem. On Sunday, March 30, it was 

finally decided that three downtown checkpoints would be established. These 

were manned by police officers who were responsible tor determining the le- 

gitimacy of a person's need to enter the restricted areas. This procedure 
worked reasonably well. 

After Monday night, March 31, the National Guard began phasing out its 

troops. Also, the number of men that the Army had committed to security duty 

in Anchorage was reduced after Monday as the boundries of the off-limit areas 
were compressed to permit the reopening of downtown businesses on Tuesday. 

Commerical Radio 

As the commercial radio stations returned to the air, they suspended 
all commercial broadcasting for the duration of the emergency period. 
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Instead, they functioned in a public service capacity by broadcasting 

emergency information and instructions from local and state officials, sending 

appeals for help and vitally needed resources, disseminating missing persons 
information, and airing personal messages. 

The radio stations' rol<» in emergency communications was particularly 
critical because of the unreliability of telephone facilities. Station KFQD 

acquired a short wave radio from Alaska state civil defense officials very 
soon after the earthquake struck. Throughout the emergency period the station 
did a considerable amount of broadcasting in cooperation with that organiza- 

tion. Station KENI located mobile broadcasting facilities at the Public 

Safety Building and established a similar relationship with city civil de- 

fense.  In addition, citizen band and ham radio operators provided a sorely 
needed standby communications capability for the community. 

utilities 

The immediate response of the two principal electric utilities in the 

Anchorage area, the municipal light and power department and the Chugach 

Electric Association, was to send out crews to make inventories of the damage 

to their respective systems and begin restoration work. After 7:15 on 
Friday, power was restored to some parts of the community on a very inter- 

mittent basis. 

It was not until about 5:36 p.m. on Saturday that somewhat dependable 

electric service was restored to Anchorage. About this time, the Chugach 

Electric Association and municipal light and power were supplying power to 

most of their customers who could receive service. Throughout the emergency 

period, the electric utilities made further damage assessments, temporary 

repairs and adjustments, and restored service to buildings as they were deter- 

mined to be safe for occupancy. For the electric and other utilities, con- 

siderable rehabilitation and restoration effort loomed. 

Immediately following the earthquake, Anchorage Natural Gas Corporation 

personnel began surveying the damage to their transmission lines. Throughout 

the emergency period, crews were involved in isolating the damaged portions 
of the distribution system and restoring service to the unaffected areas of 
the city. Anchorage Natural Gas was considerably aided by gas crews from 

Seattle who responded to the corporation's request for help and began arriving 

in Anchorage on Saturday night. 

Similar to the other utilities, Anchorage Public Works Department's 
water utility division spent the emergency period locating and isolating 

damaged sections of the water system and restoring service tu the unaffected 
sections. Thus, areas that were receiving water service were gradually 
expanded. Water service was generally available throughout Anchorage by 
Sunday evening except for some of the areas where major slides had occurred. 

Several days later, irrigation pipe was used for surface distribution of 

water in some of the slide areas such as Turnagain. 
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As noted elsewhere, the telephone service In Anchorage was disrupted. 
Emergency work commenced shortly after the earthquake as employees began 

arriving at the four telephone exchange locations. Limited service was 
restored within each exchange by 8:00 p.m. on Friday; however, calls could 
not be made between them. Lines were restored on a priority basis with key 
organizations and persons receiving first attention. By Sunday afternoon, 
a large portion of the telephone system was reportedly operative after 

extensive temporary repairs had been made. For a number of days, though, 
overloading remained a serious problem causing portions of the system to 

break down from time to time. 

Service and Welfare Organizations 

The Salvation Army began a feeding operation in Anchorage on Friday 
evening following the earthquake and continued it throughout the emergency 
period. They provided coffee and sandwiches for emergency crews and 
military and civilian personnel on sentry duty, as well as for the general 
public. On Saturday, the military also became involved in feeding when 
they set up field kitchens at a number of locations in Anchorage. Also 
during the emergency period, several public shelters were established in 

the community. These were established by a number of groups, including The 
Salvation Army, city officials, the American Legion, and various church 
groups. 

Civil Defense 

For all practical purposes, Anchorage had no local civil defense 
organization when the disaster struck. The Anchorage civil defense de- 

partment had had a director and secretary, but less than two weeks before 
the disaster the director had resigned. After the earthquake, however, the 
former director made himself available to city officials. On Saturday 

morning he was appointed as acting head of city civil defense operations, 
and a number of volunteers began working under his authority. Up until 

this time, numerous actions had been taken by various persons in the name 
of civil defense, although it didn't really exist until the former director 
was temporarily reinstated. During the emergency period, the CD director 

and his volunteers worked in a supportive and coordinating capacity with 
other community groups and organizations. 

Alaska state civil defense, like the U.S. Army and The Salvation 

Army, was involved in emergency operations in other communities in the 
state in addition to Anchorage. Its staff was expanded during the emergency 

to include coordinators from the various state departments. Also, rep- 
resentatives from such organizations as the Army, Alaska National Guard, 

Red Cross and The Salvation Army came together at state civil defense head- 

quarters in Anchorage to coordinate an overall state disaster operation. 

As it did in other communities during the emergency, Alaska civil 
defense on a number of occasions located and provided resources needed in 
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the Anchorage area. For example, the state Radio Amateur Civil Emergency 
Service organization (RACES), which is a volunteer Alaska civil defense 

ham radio organization, provided a number of Anchorage groups with radio 
communicators for emergency communications. With respect to emergency 

activities in Anchorage, state CD and city officials — including city CD 

personnel — functioned more or less independently of each other. There 

were times when cooperation and coordination was required, though. 

By Tuesday morning, March 31, there were a number of indices observ- 

able in Anchorage which suggested that the emergency period was over and 

the rehabilitation phase had begun. By this time, the utilities were 

fairly reliable and had been at least temporarily restored in the major 

portions of the city. Streets were for the most part passable, except in 

some of the major slide areas, as debris had been cleared and cracks and 
crevices had been filled with gravel by public works employees. Also, 

the perimeters of the restricted areas were significantly reduced and 
many businesses, including banks, had reopened. Both city newspapers 

were publishing regular editions. Further, many important city officials 

who had been operating out of emergency headquarters at the Public Safety 
Building returned to their normal work locations on Tuesday. For example, 

the mayor and city manager returned to their city hall offices. 

i 

Rehabilitation Period 

In many respects, the activity in Anchorage during the rehabilita- 

tion period was considerably less dramatic than that during the emergency 

period. However, it was also very important. During this period, com- 
munity organizations and groups, with the assistance of state and espe- 
cially federal agencies, worked to restore community capabilities to their 

pre-disaster levels. We will not attempt to present here a complete 

description of the rehabilitation period. Rather, we will discuss briefly 

some of the salient features of this stage of the disaster in order to 
provide a broader context in which long-term organizational change can be 

viewed. 

Federal Aid 

Shortly after the earthquake, representatives of a number of federal 

agencies flew to Anchorage to determine firsthand how the resources of 
their respective organizations could be used most effectively in assisting 
the communities of Alaska. Considerable federal aid was provided during 

the emergency period. However, federal assistance was even more noticeable 

during the rehabilitation phase. 

Since the President of the United States declared the Alaska earth- 

quake to be a "major disaster," affected communities became eligible for 
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long-term aid under the Federal Disaster Assistance Act (Public Law 875). 
The Office of Emergency Planning, (OEP), the agency responsible for ad- 
ministering the funds available through this act, appointed the Alaska 
District Corps of Engineers as contracting and supervising agent in most 
of the damaged areas in the state — including Anchorage. Of the total 
damage to state and local public facilities in Alaska, $63,943,000 worth 
of restoration work was programmed under Public Law 875 alone.*? 

After the earthquake, the OEP made over a million dollars available 
to Anchorage for demolition and debris clearance. °   This work was com- 
pleted in the fall of 1964. In addition, the Corps of Engineers super- 
vised the spending of several millions of dollars to restore water, sew- 
age, power, and telephone systems to rebuild one school, and to repair 
several others, plus some city-owned buildings and the port. It was an- 
ticipated that around $23 million would be spent in the Anchorage area 
under Public Law 875 and that by the time restoration was completed, ad- 
ditional millions of dollars that were made available by other federal 
agencies would be spent.^ 

The Urban Renewal Administration was one of the federal agencies 
that assisted Anchorage and other Alaskan communities during the re- 
habilitation period. For example, it made funds available to Anchorage 
for stabilizing slide areas, and granted money for an urban renewal pro- 
gram for the damaged downtown portion of the city.20 

Organizational Interaction 

Rehabilitation in Anchorage involved a network of interacting or- 
ganizations and agencies, and to some extent the general public. Deci- 
sions with respect to long-term restoration goals and procedures had to 
be made by local, state, and federal organizations. Since the decisions 
and actions taken by one organization often involved or had consequences 
for others, coordination between them was necessary. Meetings of local, 
state, and federal officials were often held to solve problems and ex- 
plain required procedures. Many such meetings were open to the public 
or were conducted expressly for public information and received consid- 
erable radio and newspaper coverage. These Anchorage media also kept the 
public informed on other important disaster related events such as re- 
construction actions taken by the city council. 

A number of local organizations, including the public works depart- 
ment, the telephone department, municipal light and power, and the 
Anchorage school district, worked closely with the Corps of Engineers 
throughout the rehabilitation period since the corps was responsible for 
restoring their facilities.  Liaison between these organizations and the 
Corps was established because coordination was required in order to meet 
the long-term disaster problems effectively. 

Alaska state civil defense was also a part of the network of organiza- 
tions involved in Anchorage rehabilitation.  Local officials seeking disaster 
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aid under Public L;iw 875 must apply through their respective states. State 

civil defense had an important rehabilitation role because the governor of 
Alaska assigned it the job of processing local Public Law 875 project requests. 
Thus, Alaska civil defense officials functioned as liaison between Anchorage 

and federal officials in terms of this aspect of the restoration program. 

Finally, The Salvation Army and Red Cross were involved in rehabilitation 
work in Anchorage as well as in several other communities in the state. Most 

Salvation Army projects were in communities such as Seward, Kodiak, and 
Valdez where officials defined the need to be greatest. The Red Cross began 
providing long-term rehabilitation assistance to individual families after 
national staff personnel arrived in Anchorage on Saturday, March 28. The 
bulk of this program was completed by October 1964. 

There was still considerable disaster related activity occurring and 
programed for the Anchorage area when our research was completed a year and a 
half after the disaster. Thus to some extent, the community was yet in the 
rehabilitation phase of the disaster. A number of persons reported that it 
would be a long time before their respective organizations were back to 
"normal." 

In this chapter, we discussed the setting in which the disaster occurred, 
focusing on some of the significant social and economic features in the state 
in general, and Anchorage in particular.  Also, we briefly discussed the 
emergency response of some of the key organizations and groups as well as 
some of the general aspects of the rehabilitation period. In the next chap- 
ter, we will consider the long-term organizational changes which resulted 
from the disaster. 
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CHAPTER III 

LONG-TERM ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES 

Change and the Conditions for Change 

In this chapter we will present the findings of the study. We will 
discuss the long-term social consequences of the disaster for each of the 
twenty-three organizations in our sample. 

Seventeen of the twenty-three organizations underwent some disaster 
related long-term change. The disaster was responsible for long-term organi- 
zational change to the extent that it brought about certain conditions which 
served as an impetus for change. The data of the study indicate that these 
conditions were either internal or external to the affected organizations. 
Some of the seventeen organizations underwent long-term change primarily in 
response to new demands brought on by altered environments. Others changed 
principally because of internal patterns and processes, for example, in re- 
sponse to strain or because new forms of organizational coping behavior were 
learned. Also, certain organizations underwent change in response to both 
internal and external variables. 

In each of the organizations that experienced some long-term change, 
either internal or external conditions or a combination of the two caused 
(1) the development of new processes or patterns of change, or (2) the ac- 
celeration of preexisting patterns, or (3) led to the occurrence of both 
kinds of change. 

The relationship between conditions and the kinds of changes each of 
the organizations experienced can be illustrated in a three-by-three table 
(see table 1).  In the left margin the types of change-producing variables 
are listed; here, "mixed" refers to the fact that both internal and external 
conditions produced change in some organizations.  Along the top are the re- 
sultant changes; in this instance, "mixed" refers to the fact that in some 
organizations both the emergence of new patterns as well as the acceleration 
of existing ones occurred. Theoretically, nine associations were possible. 
However, as the table shows, only eight occurred. 

The presentation of the data will be organized according to the findings 
shown <n table 1. For example, we will initially discuss those organizations 
appearing in the first category; that is, those in which new patterns of 
change developed that were brought on by internal organizational factors. 
The six organizations that did not undergo any long-term change will be dis- 
cussed last. 

Relevant pre-disaster information about each of the twenty-three 
organizations will be included so that we will have some baseline from which 



TABLK  t 

DISASTER CONDITIONS AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES 

Types of Changes 
Conditions 

New Patterns Accelerated Patterns Mixed 

I IV VII 

Anchorage Municipal Light Chugach 

Police and Power Electric 
Alaska Native 

Hospital 

Providence 
Internal Hospital 

Alaska Nation- 

al Guard 

Anchorage 
Natural Gas 

Salvation Army 
Anchorage Daily 

Times 

II V VIII 

External Anchorage Fire Northern Port of 

Department Television 

KBYR 

Anchorage 

III VI IX 

Anchorage Civil Alaska State 

Defense Civil 

Mixed Red Cross Defense 

Anchorage 

!   Public 

Works 
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to view the modifications that took place. Since we have focused the study 
on Anchorage, and because several of the organizations we will be discussing 
are part of the municipal structure, we will begin with a brief discussion of 
Anchorage city government at the time of the earthquake. The analysis of 
specific organizations will follow it. 

Anchorage City Government 

The city of Anchorage had a council-mayor form of government (see fig- 
ure 1). The city council was composed of eight councilmen and a mayor elected 
at large in a nonpartisan election; three members of the council were elected 
each year. The chief function of the mayor and council was to determine 
governmental policy by enacting ordinances and resolutions. The council ap- 
pointed a city manager to implement its policies. 

The city manager was the chief administrative officer of the city and 
was responsible for coordinating the activities of the municipal departments. 
He had authority over all employees in these departments, even under disaster 
conditions. He had an assistant and a management analyst; the latter per- 
formed research tasks, worked on special projects, and generally advised and 
assisted the city manager. 

The mayor and council also appointed a city attorney and a city clerk. 
The city clerk conducted elections, served as clerk to the council, maintained 
official city documents, and served as voter registrar. The city attorney 
had two assistant city attorneys. His office was responsible for representing 
the city in court proceedings and for providing legal advice to the council 
and other city employees. 

Commissions and boards established to help the council carry out its 
policies were:  transportation commission; board of gas fitters, examiners, 
and appeals; parks and recreation board; planning commission; board of exam- 
iners and appeals; and telephone commission. 

The following departments met the operational needs of the city:  li- 
brary, finance, planning, civil defense, port, police, fire, telephone, 
parks and recreation, public works, and municipal light and power.  All de- 
partment directors were responsible to the city manager. The city's public 
health services were provided through a contract with the Alaska State De- 
partment of Health and Welfare. 

This, then, was the general structure of municipal government in 
Anchorage when the disaster occurred. The following is the analysis of the 
disaster induced long-term changes undergone by a number of organizations in 
Anchorage. 
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New Patterns of Change 
Initiated by Internal Conditions 

In this section, we will discuss organizations that acquired new 
patterns of change in response to certain internal characteristics, e.g., 
"organizational learning," and in which no pre-disaster patterns of change 
were accelerated. Seven organizations fall into this category: Anchorage 
police department, Alaska Native Hospital, Providence Hospital, Alaska 
National Guard, Anchorage Natural Gas Corporation, The Salvation Army, and 
the Anchorage Daily Times. 

Anchorage Police Department 

Pre-disaster Structure. -- A police chief was in charge of the depart- 
ment which had eighty-nine full-time employees at the time of the earthquake. 
The police department had four divisions:  operations, service, vice investi- 
gation, and training (see figure 2). The largest was operations, which 
consisted of three bureaus:  traffic and records, investigation, and patrol. 
This division was supervised by a captain who was assisted by five lieuten- 
ants -- one in traffic and records, one in investigation, and three in patrol. 
The service division, supervised by a sergeant, operated the city jail, the 
prison farm, and the city animal shelter. 

The police department had no written disaster plan. Some policemen 
thought that it would be impossible to effectively pre-plan for disaster. 
Others felt that disaster demands would differ from routine emergencies 
primarily in a quantitative rather than qualitative sense, so most disasters 
could be handled by using basic procedures and more men. 

When major emergencies occurred, off-duty policemen were notified to 
report to the station, which was in the Public Safety Building. There was no 
auxiliary police force. 

Long-term Change. -- The earthquake demonstrated rather conclusively 
that the demands made upon the Anchorage police department during a major 
emergency could be so great that additional manpower would be needed.  During 
the emergency period following the earthquake, the police force was augmented 
with untrained volunteers. Police and civil defense officials later decided 
that it would be more effective to establish and train a police auxiliary 
which could be called upon for assistance in future emergencies. The auxil- 
iary force would primarily handle traffic and crowd control, leaving regular 
police personnel relatively free to engage in more important activities. 

Several months after the disaster, the American Legion and the Veterans 
of Foreign Wars each agreed to organize a group of men to be included in the 
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auxiliary. A year and a half after the earthquake, the VFW unit was meeting 
one evening a week with the police department's training officer. The Amer- 
ican Legion was expected to form its unit sometime in the near future. The 
total force was expected to number around sixty men when it was completed. 
Civil defense funds were being used to purchase equipment. 

The police department also had difficulty notifying off-duty officers 
following the earthquake and during a major fire which occurred in the port 
area several months later. As a result, a back-up notification procedure 
was established. During an emergency, police officials would instruct local 
radio stations to broadcast a notice for off-duty personnel to report to the 
police station. 

Our data indicate, then, that the police department underwent some 
change following the disaster as a result of "organizational learning." That 
is, these changes evolved from some of the contingencies which arose during 
the disaster and are attempts to prevent their recurrence. 

Alaska Native Hospital 

Pre-disaster Structure. — The Alaska Native Health Service Area of- 
fice — part of the U.S. Public Health Service — administered and coordinated 
the state-wide health program for Alaska natives. Alaska Native Hospital 
(ANH) was the largest of the public health service hospitals in Alaska which 
came under the jurisdiction of the area office. All complicated cases from 
other public health service hospitals in Alaska were sent to ANH. 

Treatment at the 301 bed hospital was free to all persons defined as 
descendants of Alaska natives — Aleuts, Eskimos, and Indians. Alaska Native 
had a large tuberculosis and pediatric patient load as well as an active 
surgical, internal, and general medical program.  Its medical staff and the 
staff of the adjacent area office also worked at the village level, holding 
clinics and administering preventive and direct treatment programs. 

Just prior to the disaster the medical staff at ANH consisted of approx- 
imately twenty-two persons with various specialties. The service unit direc- 
tor was responsible for the overall operation of the hospital. He was as- 
sisted by a clinical director and a hospital administrator. The clinical 
director supervised departments such as surgery, medicine, pediatrics, X ray, 
nursing, and medical records. The nonmedical departments such as maintenance, 
housekeeping, laundry, and building and grounds were directed by the hospital 
administrator. At the time of the disaster there was no administrator because 
the former one had transferred to a:iother hospital and his replacement had 
not yet arrived. 

The hospital had no previous experience with disasters. A committee 
had just completed a basically nuclear catastrophe oriented disaster plan 
but it had not been well distributed among the hospital staff.  Personnel 
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turnover had been very high and all of the disaster committee members except 
the chairman had transferred to other hospitals. Thus the personnel who knew 
the most about emergency plans were no longer with the organization when the 
disaster occurred. 

The hospital had a 10 KV emergency generator which could light the 
surgery and emergency rooms. This generator had been regularly inspected and 
was considered adequate for any emergency situation. 

Long-term Change. — After the earthquake, a committee of staff members 
was appointed to analyze the organization's disaster performance and to rec- 
ommend needed changes. As a result, some changes were made which reflected 
the earthquake experience. 

A new disaster plan was issued after the disaster with a format which 
differed in several respects from the one devised before the earthquake. 
For example, the new plan was organized so that the staff could more quickly 
locate the sections pertaining to their own duties. Also, the new plan had a 
brightly colored cover, and copies were put in conspicuous places. This was 
done to prevent the recurrence of the reported difficulty in finding the 
few copies of the previous plan during the emergency. 

The revised plan permitted using some patients as volunteers, under the 
direction of hospital personnel. This change also reflected the earthquake 
experience because patients proved to be a valuable source of manpower. "They 
performed as messengers, stretcher bearers, janitors, elevator operators, 
dietary helpers, and general straightener-uppers."* 

The disaster demonstrated that using the emergency room and especially 
the outpatient department to treat large numbers of victims would have been 
exceedingly difficult. The committee appointed to review the hospital's 
disaster problems recommended modifying a number of architectural features 
in the outpatient department. This was done to the extent that available 
funds would permit. 

Some long-term changes, then, were made at the Alaska Native Hospital. 
However, a number of suggested changes were not implemented due to a lack of 
money. For example, some of the problems with the layout of the outpatient 
department were not solved. Similarly, need for a larger auxiliary generator 
was recognized by hospital officials. For a number of critical hours follow- 
ing the earthquake, some important areas of the hospital had no light because 
the existing emergency generator was too small. However, a new generator was 
not purchased due to a lack of funds. 

Providence Hospital 

Pre-disaster Structure. — The Sisters of Charity of Providence owned 
and operated this general hospital. With 155 beds, Providence was the 
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largest civilian hospital of its kind in Alaska. When the hospital was 

founded in 1939 with a fifty bed capacity, Anchorage was comparatively small. 
Several years later, Anchorage mushroomed into the state's largest city, with 
a growing need for a larger hospital. To meet this need, the sisters opened 
the larger facility in 1962. 

An administrator was responsible for the overall operation of the hos- 
pital. She had two administrative assistants. The hospital employed nearly 
200 full and part time persons including over 100 registered nurses. The 

medical staff of 57 physicians was almost equally divided between specialists 
and general practitioners. Since Providence did not have a resident staff, 
patients were admitted through private physicians and clinics.  (Figure 3 out- 
lines the major structural aspects of the organization.) 

The hospital had not experienced any previous emergencies as demanding 
as the earthquake. Written disaster plans for the old hospital building were 
being revised to fit the new building. The disaster coordinator for the 
medical staff had completed a first draft only a week prior to the earthquake. 
The hospital had an auxiliary generator which could provide some power in the 
event of an emergency. 

Long-term Change. — Providence instituted very few long-term changes 
after the earthquake. A year and a half later, the disaster plan had not 
been completed although some work had been done on it. Because the hospital 
had borrowed pumps to transfer water from an adjacent spring to the hospital's 
mains, it had water for drinking and sewage disposal throughout the emergency 
period. As a result, a pump was purchased so the spring could be utilized 
whenever necessary. 

The staff recognized the need for a larger auxiliary generator. The 
one available had not provided enough power to light areas such as X ray, 

the kitchen, and patients' rooms. But like Alaska Native Hospital, Providence 
had no funds to purchase a bigger one. 

Alaska National Guard 

Pre-disaster Structure. — The Air Force and Army elements of the 
Alaska National Guard came under the authority of the Alaska adjutant general. 

The air unit, called the 144th Air Transport Squadron, had its headquarters 

at the Anchorage International Airport.  One of the Army's three battalions, 
the 3rd, also had its headquarters in Anchorage. 

When the earthquake occurred, the 1,300 men of the National Guard had 
just completed their annual tvo weeks of training and active duty at Fort 

Richardson.  Included in this group were the 1st and 2nd Scout Battalions, 

composed of primarily Eskimos and Indians from villages along the Arctic rim; 

the 3rd Battalion, 297 Infantry; the 216th Transportation Company; the 910th 
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Engineer Combat Company; and smaller signal, ordnance, and special forces 
detachments. The Guard had no previous experience in a major natural disaster. 

Long-term Change. — Only one change was initiated in the Alaska 
National Guard as a result of the earthquake experience. Guard personnel 
reported a year and a half later that they were taking the experience into 
account by revising their emergency troop plans. At the tine, it was anti- 
cipated that it would be several months before this was completed. 

Anchorage Natural Gas Corporation 

Pre-disaster Structure. — At the time of the disaster, the Anchorage 
Natural Gas Corporation had been established only three years. The company 
operated 130 miles of gas distribution mains and provided service for 5,000 
customers in the Anchorage area. An executive vice president and treasurer, 
and a vice president and general manager were responsible for the overall 
operation of the organization. The corporation's six major divisions were: 
technical staff group, controller's department, distribution, customer 
service, customer installation, and sales. There were 64 employees. 

The corporation had no written disaster plan.  It was generally thought 
that good maps of the distribution system and the experience acquired in 
meeting the frequent intraorganizational emergencies were adequate disaster 
preparations. The corporation had a mobile radio system and an emergency 
generator. 

Long-term Change. — The only disaster related change occurred six 
weeks after the earthquake when the vice president and general manager was 
promoted to president. Apparently he had demonstrated unusual ability to 
deal with a variety of contingencies during the emergency, and thus was re- 
warded for his performance with a promotion. 

Alaska Salvation Army 

pre-disaster Structure. -- Including the. unit in Anchorage, The Salva- 
tion Army had fourteen corps centers in the state where its professional per- 
sonnel provided the customary programs such as welfare assistance and reli- 
gious service.  In addition, committees of local lay people administered 
several Salvation Army extension units. 

Anchorage was the hub of Salvation Army activity in the state.  Both the 
head of the organization in Alaska, the divisional commander, and his second- 
in-command, the divisional secretary, worked out of the Anchorage headquarters. 
There was a staff of twelve in the city.  The Salvation Army also operated two 
institutions in Anchorage -- a home for unwed mothers and a social rehabilita- 
tion center for men. 
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During major emergencies the Anchorage group, like Salvation Army units 

elsewhere, supplied the personnel of emergency organizations with food and 

coffee.  Most of the personnel were trained by civil defense for disaster 
service. 

In January 1964, men who were beneficiaries of the rehabilitation pro- 

gram and who resided at the center were organized on a volunteer basis into 
crews which would respond in the event of a community disaster. These teams 

had several functions: food preparation, housing or relocation, transporta- 

tion, and communications. Each team had a leader and five men working under 

him. Membership of the emergency teams changed from time to time, but there 

was always a nucleus of experienced persons available. The crews were ac- 

tivated under the guidance of a professional Salvation Army worker. 

Long-term Change. — Only a few changes took place in the organization 
as a result of the disaster. First, implementation of plans made just pr.or 

to the earthquake to begin organizing a new corps center in Kodiak were de- 
layed for about two years. 

Also, Salvation Army officials said that the earthquake experience 
sensitized them to the need for increased disaster preparedness, so they 
purchased a new canteen which can be used to prepare food during emergencies. 

It was considered an important new resource because of the self-contained 
power unit which will operate it for a week when normal power is unavailable. 

Anchorage Daily Times 

Pre-disaster Structure. -- The Anchorage Daily Times was the largest of 

the two Anchorage newspapers. It had a daily circulation of approximately 

27,000 and was published 6 afternoons a week. An editor-publisher was in 
charge of the organization. About 62 persons were employed in the 4 depart- 
ments:  circulation, advertising, accounting, and the news room. 

Long-term Change. — As a member of the Associated Press, the Daily 

Times supplied AP with Anchorage area news. When normal communications chan- 
nels were erratic after the earthquake, the newspaper maintained contact with 

AP officials outside the state through an informal arrangement with some 
local ham radio operators. Somewhat later, the newspaper and AP made a 
;jrmal agreement with several local ham operators whereby the latter would 

again provide them with aid in the event of future emergencies. Thus, an 
emergent pattern which grew out of the exigencies of the earthquake became a 

formal standby mechanism. 
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New Patterns of Change Initiated 

by External Conditions 

The City of Anchorage Fire Department was the only organization in 

which new environmental conditions resulted in the emergence of new patterns 

of change without also causing the acceleration of pre-disaster processes of 

change. 

City of Anchorage Fire Department 

Pre-disaster Structure. -- The upper echelon of the fire department 

consisted of the fire chief, two assistant chiefs,and a fire prevention of- 
ficer (see figure 4). Actual fire operations were normally coordinated by 

the assistant chiefs. The chief generally became familiar with each fire 

call but unless the operation was unusually large he did not become directly 

involved. Personnel were divided into two shifts; each shift was on duty 
during alternating twenty-four-hour periods. 

There were fifty-two employees when the earthquake struck, but the de- 

partment was considered to be undermanned. High operational costs related to 

the special problems faced by Alaskan communities were primarily blamed for 
the department's inability to keep manpower up with requirements. 

To ease the manpower shortage the fire departme\t used volunteers who 
received a fee for each call they made. The turnover rate for volunteers 

was rather high and they were not always available for duty. Generally, 

about ten would respond to a call. Some volunteers were quartered in each 
fire station to increase the availability of manpower. 

The fire department operated out of four stations strategically located 
throughout the city. Both operational and reserve fire fighting equipment 

was housed in the stations. All vehicles were equipped with two-way radios. 

The base station and dispatching room for the department's communication 

system were located at headquarters, the downtown station in the Public Safe- 

ty Building. Headquarters received all alarms and dispatched fire equipment 

from any of the stations to the emergency area. When the department became 
involved in a major fire, the only way to call in off-duty personnel was by 

telephone. In addition to its fire fighting function, the department also 
operated an emergency ambulance service with three vehicles. 

Fire department personnel were accustomed to working with city police- 
men. When firemen made a call, the police dispatched rcen to the same area 

to maintain traffic and crowd control and generally ;.,.jvide assistance. 

The metropolitan area had other sources u£ 
e
ive  protection. The 

Anchorage department had mutual aid agreements with the two local military 

bases, Elmendorf and Fort Richardson.  These involved the use ot" ^sn and 
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equipment. The suburbs of Spenard and Turnagain, a 14-square-mile section 

of the Anchorage area, received added fire protection from the Spenard Fire 
Department, a primarily volunteer department operating under contract with 

the city. This department had a permanent staff consisting of a chief, 2 

assistant chiefs, and 4 paid men. There were 36 volunteers. 

The Anchorage Fire Department neither anticipated nor planned for a 

natural catastrophe. However, fire department and civil defense personnel 
had discussed the possible need for evacuation during a nuclear disaster. 

Long-term Change. — When competing Alarkan ports were damaged by the 
earthquake, the Port of Anchorage expanded dramatically — which increased 

its fire hazard. The problem of supplying added fire protection was serious 
because the fire department was undermanned even before the earthquake. 

Since the cost of the best protection, hiring more firemen, was con- 
sidered prohibitive, an alternative was found.  In January 1965, a fire of- 

ficial became the pert area fire inspector. His assignment was to conduct a 

systematic fire prevention program to reduce the fire hazard. Also, the fire 

department formed and trained a civil fire brigade to assist with port area 

fires. The brigade, composed of personnel from various businesses in the 
port area, was supervised by the fire inspector. 

In conclusion, the fire department changed because the port changed. 
An organization functions in an environment composed in part of other organ- 

izations. As one organization changes it may create problems for others, 

making it necessary for them to change also. We have here an empirical case of 
this phenomenon happening. 

New Patterns of Change Initiated by a Combination 

of Internal and External Conditions 

New patterns of change were initiated in the Anchorage Civil Defense 

Department and the Red Cross South Central Alaska Chapter as a result of both 
altered environmental and internal factors. Following the disaster, the 

organizations received greater external support, and new patterns of coping 

behavior were learned and converted into long-term organizational features. 

Anchorage Civil Defense 

Pre-disaster Structure. -- The Anchorage Civil Defense Department, 

established in 1962, was operated by a paid director and a secretary. The 
heads of city departments such as police, fire, and telephone were expected 

to cooperate in developing civil defense plans and programs.  At various 
times, individual volunteers and members oi assorted organisations were in- 
volved in CD programs. 
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The Anchorage I'll program followed ledern I government >*n i «It* I ines.  It 
included identifying and slocking public shelters, installing and maintaining 

public warning laciI ities, and providing the public with civil defense train- 
ing and education.  The city received matching operating funds from the fed- 

eral government, which were administered through the state of Alaska. 

Under state law, Anchorage was part of the Greater Anchorage Civil De- 

fense Disaster District, an area of approximately 800 square miles.  The 
Anchorage CD director was also the district's director. The local CD disaster 

plan was a district dispersal and evacuation plan geared for nuclear disaster. 

The CD director kept a list of key persons who were to be notified in 

the event of a disaster. This group, called the Civil Defense Emergency Ac- 
tion Group, was composed of the following persons: mayor of Anchorage, city 

manager, police chief, manager of the city telephone department, city health 
officer, a state police divisional commander, representatives of the local 

school system, the official CD radio station, and the Radio Amateur Communica- 

tion Emergency System (RACES) — the amateur radio gruup. These persons were 
expected to become a part of the greater Anchorage area emergency civil de- 

fense organization. They would be responsible for coordinating the activities 

of their respective groups and organizations with the overall emergency effort. 

An emergency broadcast center was established at the civil defense 
headquarters in the basement of the Public Safety Building. Under the Emer- 

gency Broadcast System, which replaced Conelrad, KFQD-AM was designated the 

official CD radio station and was connected to the emergency broadcast center 

by a direct telephone line. Thus, during an emergency, information from the 

CD broadcast center could be transmitted directly over the radio station's 
facilities and then rebroadcast by other community stations. At the time 

of the earthquake, then, local CD and the community did have a limited mass 

emergency broadcast capability. It was not until after the disaster that area 

civil defense and radio officials, along with state and national officials, 

began to systematically consider the development of an adequate emergency 
broadcast organization. 

Shortly after civil defense was organized, the Cuban missile crisis oc- 

curred.  Briefly thereafter, Anchoragites showed an unusual amount of interest 

in CD preparedness and programs. Many persons volunteered their services and 
numerous groups asked the director to speak on individual and community civil 

defense needs. 

This interest was almost entirely in terms of war-caused rather than 

natural disasters, and the public expected officials to be similarly oriented. 

Indeed, most civil defense department activity was related to the threat of 
nuclear war. As a result of the Cuban scare, the director published an 

eighteen page pamphlet of CD emergency instructions for the community. Only 

one paragraph considered natural disaster.  Interestingly enough, it gave 

instructions about how to take cover during an earthquake. 
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The director believed that civil defense programs should encompass 
natural catastrophes. However, he felt that such activity would receive 

little support because most people perceived CD's role as limited to man-made 

disaster. 

The interest shown in civil defense as a result of the Cuban crisis was 

short lived. When memory of the threat waned, some people began questioning 

the need for providing funds for the department. On one occasion, city 

council denied the director's request for an assistant. During the 1964 
budget discussion some councilmen were opposed to continuing the department. 

There was enough support, however, and the department was given operating 

funds. 

On March 15, 1964, twelve days before the earthquake, the civil defense 

director resigned to enter private business. Although the city manager began 

looking for a replacement some councilmen objected and claimed that the de- 

partment should be discontinued for financial reasons. At the time the dis- 
aster struck, Anchorage had no CD director and the status of the department 

was indefinite. 

Long-term Change. — A number of disaster related changes occurred in 

the Anchorage civil defense organization following the earthquake. Probably 

the most important change was the increased support the organization began 
receiving. 

In a very real sense, the earthquake contributed to the survival of the 

department. It provided civil defense supporters with a more convincing ar- 

gument to use in defense of the organization and its programs. Coranunity of- 
ficials seemed to feel that CD had done an admirable job and that the ex- 

director had returned because he was concerned about the Strieker, community. 

Thus, the climate was such that the department could make certair. gains which 
might have been all but impossible under more stable circumstances. 

For the time being, the threat to the survival of the organization was 
neutralized. For example, during the emergency period, the former director 
was reappointed without opposition. In addition, one civil defense official 
noted: 

Following the earthquak£ they made the decision immediately that they 
were going to keep it /civil defense office/ open. ... So that was a 

direct, result of the earthquake.  I rather expect if we hadn't had the 

earthquake that they wouldn't even have an office or if they did, it 
would probably be the additional duty of someone in the police depart- 
ment or fire department. 

Council also revised its pre-disaster stance and approved the CD dir- 

ector's request for an assistant to handle inventory and control, and assist 

with coordination and public relations.  The earthquake experience demon- 

strated the need ior auch aid.  The relief effort had been hampered because 

no one had previously had much time to devote to acquisition and distribution 
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of Anchorage CD supplies and equipment. Much had been lost or was in unknown 
condition. Also, there had been no back-up person for the CD director. 

Another change, which occurred on January 5, 1965, was city council's 

creation of a civil defense and disaster board — which was recommended by 

the city manager. Seven leading citizens were appointed to serve on this 
body. The man who was mayor when the earthquake struck was appointed chair- 

man. The civil defense director served as executive secretary. The board's 

function was to advise the mayor and council about the city's civil defense 
problems and needs. 

After the earthquake, the CD director published a Greater Anchorage 

Civil Defense basic plan. This plan outlined in very general terms the 

authority and responsibilities of the director, the nature of the emergency 

CD structure, and the tasks and functions of its operating units. For example, 

the plan called for health and medical functions to be carried out by the 

Greater Anchorage Health District. 

The plan was so general that it would not be very useful unless it was 

followed up by more specific plans.  It did not seem to be widely distributed. 

Many officials who supposedly were to perform key civil defense roles were 

unfamiliar with it. However, these problems may have been worked out since 

the time we completed our research in Anchorage. 

The civil defense director also devised a procedure whereby certain 

key city employees such as department heads were assigned specific places to 

report if another disaster struck. And a year and a half after the earth- 

quake civil defense officials were involved in a project to provide identifi- 

cation cards for city employees who possessed relevant emergency skills. 

Another civil defense change occurred because of the problems that or- 

ganizations and groups encountered when they attempted to coordinate their 
activities during the disaster. Telephone service was disrupted for u  con- 
siderable period, and intra- and interorganizational communications ere 

carried out mainly by runner or radio. Runners were relatively slow and many 
organizations did not initially have radios at their disposal.  Some organi- 

zations with radios could not communicate with others because they were on 

different frequencies. 

As a result, a civil defense emergency communications network was in- 
stalled in Anchorage in April 1965. The control station was located in CD 

headquarters. The equipment, purchased by local civil defense on a matching 

funds basis, included eleven battery operated mobile transceivers. 

The transceivers were assigned to key city personnel and departments: 

the city manager, the mayor, the local CD director, assistant director, in- 
formation officer, communications officer, the police department, the fire 

department, and the municipal light and power department. Two transceivers 

were placed in reserve -- one for use by emergency rescue groups and one to 

replace any malfunctioning set. A test of this system was conducted every 

week. 
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Providence Hospital, the largest in the community, was given a 

communicator which tied into the emergency radio network. A communicator was 

also made available to KFQD. Somewhat later, the Alaska State Civil Defense 
Department was given a communicator which also tied into the emergency radio 

system. 

The earthquake, therefore, demonstrated the need for a reliable back-up 

system for interorganizational communications. In response to this need, the 

CD emergency network was established. 

The final change in local civil defense also involved emergency commun- 

ications. During the emergency period, civil defense was considerably as- 
sisted by a number of citizen band radio operators who volunteered their 

services and equipment. No formal agreement for such aid had been made prior 

to the disaster. In developing a community shelter program after the earth- 

quake, the CD director remembered the value of their contribution. He made a 
formal agreement with a newly formed radio club, in which a radio operator 

was assigned to each shelter. This resource would be used in the event of a 
nuclear or natural disaster. 

Red Cross South Central Alaska Chapter 

Pre-disaster Structure. — The headquarters of the South Central Alaska 

chapter of the American National Red Cross was in Anchorage. The chapter's 

organization followed the usual pattern and was supported by local contribu- 

tions and resources. Its executive secretary and a secretary were the only 

paid personnel; the remainder were volunteers. Because this chapter's 

jurisdiction covered 65,000 square miles there were representatives in out- 

lying communities. They reported to the Anchorage headquarters and made 

available to their respective areas such Red Cross services as disaster re- 
lief and home service. 

The chapter's board and executive committee met monthly to discharge 

South Central's business. Other committees handled Red Cross programs such 
as nursing, water safety and first aid, and disaster preparedness. 

The disaster committee was headed by a local volunteer who had con- 

siderable experience in civil defense work. The committee was responsible 

for surveying the community to determine the kind of disaster planning needed. 

Following a disaster, this committee was expected to organize shelter opera- 
tions, food and clothing distribution, emergency medical care, and handle 

welfare inquiries. The disaster committee guided by its chairman, then, was 
expected to be the key to the emergency response of the local chapter in the 
event of a disaster. 

The local chapter was expected to use its resources primarily to meet 
immediate emergency relief needs. Representatives of the larger American 

National Red Cross organization, as they arrived in the community, were ex- 
pected to focus primarily on long-term family rehabilitation. 
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The South Central Chapter was within the jurisdiction of the Red Cross 

Pacific Area which has its headquarters in San Francisco. Area officials did 

not consider the chapter to be a particularly strong one. Approximately two 

years before the earthquake, they had made an attempt to strengthen its dis- 
aster preparedness program. 

Long-term Change. — The South Central Chapter did not respond as 

quickly as it was expected to following the earthquake. The disaster chair- 

man did not bring together the members of the disaster committee and it did 

not fulfill its expected functions. Moreover, the executive secretary did 

not organize a disaster operation during the crucial period following the 

earthquake. 

The disaster chairman did not function as such because of a stronger 

commitment to another role. Throughout the emergency period he worked at 
the local hospital where he was employed. The chairman's multiple organiza- 

tional membership, therefore, was a latent source of strain for the chapter 

which became manifest after the earthquake. 

The chapter's lack of an organized disaster effort caused considerable 
concern to Pacific Area Red Cross staff who came to Anchorage after the dis- 
aster. As one official observed: 

I would say that if this disaster proved one thing it has proved . . . 

to us that any chapter should have a disaster committee well organized 

with somebody ready to take care of food and clothing, shelter, and 

make arrangements for supplemental emergency medical care. Without this 
basic organization in a chapter very valuable time is lost because the 

first few hours are critical in terms of getting into operation, letting 

the public know who you are, what you can do. Unfortunately, time was 

allowed to elapse before this was accomplished. 

Pacific area personnel remained in Anchorage for several months after 

the disaster to provide rehabilitation assistance. During this period they 
worked with the local chapter to try to strengthen some of its weaknesses — 

especially its disaster program. Thus, they supplied a form of greater ex- 

ternal support which helped to bring about changes in the chapter. 

The disaster committee was reorganized. A new chairman was appointed 

and a co-chairman was named in order to provide back-up leadership. Each of 
the following functions was assigned to a specific person — emergency com- 

munications, transportation^ volunteer services, supply, and public relations. 
Responsibility for mass care was delegated to three people. 

The reorganization of the disaster committee can be interpreted as the 

organization's attempt to enhance its effectiveness in responding to emer- 

gencies and as a means of adjusting to the strain resulting from the disaster 

chairman's multiple organization membership. 
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Preexisting Patterns of Change Accelerated 
by Internal Conditions 

The Anchorage Municipal light and Power Department was the only 

organization which had pre-disaster patterns of change hastened by internal 

factors, without also having new patterns of change evolve. 

Anchorage Municipal Light and Power Department 

Pre-disaster Structure. — The municipal light and power department 

(ML&P) was headed by a manager who was responsible to the city manager, A 

chief electrical engineer was second in command. The department had 50 
employees and 5 divisions: accounting and service, operations, engineering, 

construction, and sales (see figure 5). In recent years ML&P averaged over 
8,000 customers, most of whom lived within the Anchorage city limits. 

The department received power from its own 2 turbine generators and 6 

diesel engines, and from a U.S. Bureau of Reclamation hydroelectric plant. 
Each generator had a 14,000 kilowatt capacity and could use either gas or 

diesel oil. The second dual fuel generator had been installed a little more 

than 2 weeks before the disaster. Each of the 6 diesel generators had a 
capacity of 1,000 kilowatts. The Bureau of Reclamation plant at Eklutna, 

50 miles from Anchorage, had a contract to supply ML&P with an additional 

16,000 kilowatts. 

The department had no written disaster plan. Officials believed that 

departmental personnel were geared to emergencies as a matter of routine. For 
example, they felt that an effective pattern of response had evolved among the 
emergency crews because of the vulnerability of the power system to the 
elements, which resulted in frequent minor crises. 

All 16 of its vehicles had mobile radios. The department also had a 
radio link with the Eklutna station and with the Chugach Electric Association, 

operators of the other major power system in the Anchorage area. 

Long-term Change. -- Officials reported that a technical modification in 

the power system which had been considered before the disaster had been, in 

part, accelerated because of the earthquake experience. This modification was 

in the process of being completed a year and a half after the disaster. It 

involved installing equipment to divide the city's transmission system into 

four areas, each of which could be isolated from the others in the event of 

difficulty. This will mean that a power outage in one area will affect only 
that area and thus can be restored more rapidly. 

Comparing this new capability with what existed at the time of the 
disaster, one official observed: 

If we'd had that separation we could have cleared up trouble after the 

earthquake in pieces and put it back one by one rather than having to 
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go through the entire area to see that all your trouble was cleared 

before you could restore service to the city. 

Preexisting Patterns of Change Accelerated 

by External Conditions 

In this section, we will discuss the two organizations — Northern Tele- 

vision, Inc., and radio station KBYR -- which had prior existing or latent 

patterns of change accelerated by external conditions created by the earth- 

quake. External organizational support and other disaster related circum- 

stances led to some change in these two organizations. 

KBYR Radio 

Pre-disaster Structure. -- Radio stat'on KBYR in Anchorage had an 
affiliated station in Fairbanks -- KFRB. The station was operated by thirteen 

persons: a general manager, who was responsible for overall operation; a 
newsman; five announcers; a sales manager and two salesmen, and three 
secretaries. 

Northern Television, Inc. 

Pre-disaster Structure. -- Anchorage television station KTVA and 
station KNIK-FM were owned and operated by Northern Television, Inc. KTVA, 

the first TV station in Alaska, began operating on December 11, 1953.  In 1960, 
KNIK-FM was established and was the first "good music" station in the state. 

The corporation also owned KTVF, a television station in Fairbanks. A 
president and general manager supervised the operation of the Northern 
Television, Inc. stations. 

Long-term Change. -- For a number of years Northern Television had been » 
interested in expanding its broadcasting operation tc include AM radio. Thete 

had been a number of negotiations in the five-year period before the earth- j 

quake with the owner of radio stations KBYR in Anchorage and KFRB in Fairbanks 

who was interested in selling the two stations. No agreement had been reached. 

The earthquake was responsible for bringing about the circumstances which 

eventually led to Northern Television's purchase of the two radio stations. 

The earthquake caused considerable damage to the building where the 

Northern Television studios were located in Anchorage. The Small Business 

Administration gave the corporation a disaster loan to construct a new 
building for its studios and to replace some equipment. 
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Stations KBYR and Kt'RH were still available for purchase at the Lime. 
Encouraged by the loan ami the prospect of si-ltinj; up a new operation in 
Anchorage, Northern Television officials decided to make the acquisition. 

A second factor was also involved in the decision to buy the stations 
at this particular time.  Because of the possible navigation hazard, the 
Federal Aviation Agency had to endorse the construction of a broadcasting 
tower on the site the corporation chose for its new facilities. One solution 
was to purchase KBYR because its location was already approved by the FAA. 

There was, then, a definite relationship between the disaster and the 
change which occurred, i.e., the change in ownership of the two stations. 
The conditions which followed the earthquake were responsible for this change 
occurring at a particular point in time. Northern Television officials re- 
ported that had the disaster not occurred they would not have purchased any 
AM radio stations until some later period. 

New Patterns of Change Initiated and Preexisting 
Patterns Accelerated by Internal Conditions 

New patterns of change were initiated by internal conditions, and pre- 
existing patterns were accelerated as well in the Chugach Electric Association. 

Chugach Electric Association 

Pre-disaster Structure. — The Chugach Electric Association (CEA) is a 
member-owned cooperative financed by the Rural Electrification Administration. 
It was founded in 1948 to provide a source of central station power for pet 
pie living outside of Anchorage. 

Of the 15,000 consumers served by the association, about 6,000 resided 
within the Anchorage city limits. In addition to its retail sales, CEA sold 
wholesale power to areas such as Seward and the Kenai Peninsula. 

From among the membership, the members of the cooperative annually 
elected a seven-man board of directors. The directors appointed a general 
manager who was responsible for operations. His staff consisted of a staff 
assistant, a legal counselor, and managers of the four departments — office 
service, operations, engineering, and production. 

Chugach Electric operated three plants -- the Knik Arm plant in 
Anchorage, and the Bernice Lake and Cooper Lake plants on the Kenai Peninsula 
-- which had a combined capacity of over 37,000 kilowatts. The association, 
like the municipal light and power department, bought power from the Eklutna 
Bureau of Reclamation plant. This source supplied 9,000 kilowatts. 
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The lines of the three power systems were joined in one substation 
owned by the bureau, thus enabling the transfer of power between them. There 
had been times prior to the earthquake when CEA and ML&P found it necessary 
to borrow power from each other. 

The Chugach Electric Association did not have a written disaster plan 
but standard procedures and routines had been worked out due to the frequent 
occurrence of power emergencies. One official reported that an average cf 
two complete area power outages a year were experienced due to climatic and 
geographic conditions and because the systems were still in the process of 
being developed. 

Long-term Change. — Two relatively long-term changes in the associa- 
tion followed the difaster. The first was a change in the decision-making 
pattern. Before the emergency the board of directors had begun to allow the 
general manager and his staff considerable autonomy in managing the organi- 
zation. After the disaster, however, the board returned to a previous policy 
in which it was more directly involved in operations. One example was that 
the staff needed the board's approval more often before making major expend- 
itures. 

Officials attributed this change to circumstances following the earth- 
quake. The disaster precipitated a critical period for CEA. Key decisions 
about the rehabilitation of facilities and plans for future development had 
to be made.  It seems that within this context the board became more con- 
cerned about operations, which reversed the trend toward increasing autonomy 
for the management staff. 

The earthquake was also responsible for CEA accelerating plans to add 
new generating facilities in Anchorage. The organization's transmission line 
from facilities on the Kenai Peninsula into Anchorage was considerably dam- 
aged. Officials determined that it would be years before the line could be 
repaired and used. To offset this loss of power, pre-disaster plans to in- 
stall two large turbines in Anchorage were considerably advanced. 

New Patterns of Change Initiated and Preexisting 
Patterns Accelerated by External Conditions 

In this section we will discuss changes in the Anchorage Port Depart- 
ment. New patterns of change were initiated by external conditions and pre- 
disaster plans were hastened by them. 

Anchorage Port Department 

Pre-disaster Structure. — The department maintained and operated the 
city-owned port facilities.  The director was in eliargo of overall 
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administration of the department and port. His staff was composed of a 
terminals manager, business manager, two pier foremen, two accounting clerks, 
and a secretary. 

The port was located at the head of Cook Inlet about a mile from down- 
town Anchorage. Major facilities consisted of a single berth dock and an 
industrial park where the city leased land to businesses. The dock was com- 
pleted in 1961 but no regularly scheduled carrier used it. 

Shipping has long been one of the most important means of transporta- 
tion in Alaska, mainly due to the inadequacy of other modes of travel. 
Seward and Whittier were the state's major ports because they were located on 
prince William Sound which wa« ice free the year around. Shipping companies 
operating out of the state of Washington usually sent goods to these ports. 
From there, cargo was transported to the interior, and even to Anchorage, by 
The Alaska Railroad. 

The Port of Anchorage operated at a financial loss because it lacked 
carrier service. Shortly before the earthquake, however, city officials were 
negotiating with a major carrier for weekly service. They knew that much more 
business would have to be attracted, though, before the port could operate at 
a profit. 

Long-term Change. — The ports of Anchorage, Seward, and Whittier were 
all affected by the disaster. However, damage was much more extensive at 
the latter two. Docking facilities were virtually destroyed at Seward and 
were considerably damaged at Whittier.  Petroleum storage tanks were heavily 
damaged in both cities. 

In contrast, the Port of Anchorage fared much better although it sus- 
tained some damage. Emergency repairs were begun quickly and three days after 
the disaster the facility was able to receive its first vessel. 

A few days after the earthquake, both emergency and nonemergency ship- 
ping, which normally would have gone to the other ports, began coming to 
Anchorage. This included oil tankers from companies that had petroleum stor- 
age farms at Seward and Whittier. To cope with the increased oil shipments, 
a temporary petroleum berth was completed in July 1964. Largely because of 
the disaster, then, Anchorage became the shipping center of the state, 
handling more tonnage than any other terminal. 

Since the Port of Anchorage was the only such facility operational for 
some time after the disaster, Shell and Standard increased their storage 
facilities, and Union Oil and Texaco constructed new installations in the 
industrial park. These facilities — many of which replaced those destroyed 
at Seward and Whittier — increased the port's storage capacity by 290 per- 
cent. 

Not all of the increase in shipping was attributable to the disaster. 
There was also an increase in general cargo handling. For the most part, 
this was because Sea-Land, which had been negotiating with the city prior to 
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the earthquake, decided to continue with its plans to supply regular shipping 
service to the port. In fact, because of the serious transportation problems 
following the disaster, the carrier began its operations in May rather than 
June as originally planned. Sea-Land also made shipments during the winter, 
the first time such a feat had been carried out. With the increase in petro- 
leum and in general cargo shipping, city and port officials were optimistic 
that the expanded port operation would continue beyond the reconstruction 
period. 

The dramatic effect that the post-earthquake situation had upon the 
fortunes of the port is indicated by comparing tonnage figures for the first 
three years after the dock facility was opened with figures for 1964, the 
year of the disaster (see table 2). 

TABLE 2 

PORT OF ANCHORAGE TONNAGE FIGURES 

Petroleum 

(no figures given) 

52,888 

98,903 

656,009 

(From Port of Anchorage public information brochure) 

General Cargo 

1961 38,259 

1962 44,575 

1963 97,507 

1964 159,608 

The table shows the substantial increase in general cargo handled in 
1964 and the even greater increase in petroleum tonnage. It is apparent that 
the entire increase cannot be attributed to the earthquake; however, it is 
just as obvious that much of it has to be so attributed. Although no figures 
had been released at the time this study was completed, port and city offi- 
cials expected the tonnage handled in 1965 to be even greater than in 1964. 

Port programs conceived prior to the disaster were now implemented much 
sooner than expected for two'related reasons. The use of its facilities in- 
creased and it operated for-the first time without a loss. 

The surge in shipping made the single berth dock inadequate so city and 
port officials pushed ahead with plans to enlarge the port. The new financial 
status gave officials confidence that the citizens of Anchorage were prepared 
to support such plans. Accordingly, a $2% million gensral obligation bond 
issue was put before the city voters on March 9, 1965. The bond issue passed 
and a permanent petroleum dock was completed in November 1965. 
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Before the new dock was completed, officials felt that it would not be 
sufficient to handle the expanded activity. Therefore, in October 1965 a 
second bond issue twice the size of the first issue got voter approval, it 
was being used to construct a second dock which was scheduled for completion 
sometime in 1967. Thus, programs for the physical expansion of the Port of 
Anchorage, which were probably years away, were catalyzed, at least in part, 
by the circumstances following the disaster. 

The expansion in port operations was responsible for some modification 
in the structure of the department's small staff. One new position was es- 
tablished and some responsibilities were realigned. Shortly after the dis- 
aster, the position of port engineer was created. His duties included pre- 
ventive maintenance and various engineering planning functions. Before the 
disaster, the terminals manager maintained the port facilities. 

The position of terminals manager was reclassified and renamed opera- 
tions and sales manager. He was in charge of sales promotion and overseeing 
the cargo handling — formerly the terminal manager's duty. An additional 
utility man and a secretary were hired. 

According to the respondents, these changes had been anticipated before 
the earthquake. Because of the increased port activity they were implemented 
sooner for the sake of greater operational efficiency. 

One of the latent consequences of the expanded port operation was the 
increased formalization which developed. Standard operating procedures 
evolved in areas where they had been lacking prior to the disaster. For 
example, written procedural files covering several aspects of port activity 
were instituted, A much greater emphasis was placed on maintaining records. 

i 

At this point, let us recapitulate. Anchorage — the economic and 
population center of Alaska -- was the destination for many of the commodi- 
ties shipped to the state from the "lower forty-eight." Before the earthquake 
its port lacked the facilities to compete successfully with the ice-free 
ports of Seward and Whittier. 

The disaster assisted in creating circumstances favorable to the ex- 
pansion of the port. It modified the environment in which the port department 
had to function. The facilities at Seward and Whittier were destroyed or 
heavily damaged so port officials in Anchorage were able to pursue their 
plans without competition. Thus, they were able to accelerate plans for both 
structural and physical changes in the port. Such changes had been viewed as 
being years in the future. 

New Patterns of Change Initiated and Preexisting Patterns 
Accelerated by Both Internal and External Conditions   

s 
m 

As table 1 indicates, the Anchorage Public Works Department and the 
Alaska State Civil Defense were the only two organizations in which a 
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combination of internal and external factors initiated new patterns of change 
and also accelerated preexisting patterns. We will consider these two or- 
ganizations in this section, which will conclude our discussion of organiza- 
tions that experienced some long-term adaptation. 

State of Alaska Civil Defense 

Pre-disaster Structure. — The State of Alaska Civil Defense, a divi- 
sion of the Alaska Department of Public Safety, had its headquarters in 
Anchorage. Seven of the eight permanent staff members worked at headquarters; 
a deputy director was stationed in Juneau. 

The Alaska civil defense director was appointed by the governor and was 
directly responsible to the commissioner of the department. The remainder of 
the staff was under civil service. 

An assistant director-administrative officer was second in authority. 
He was in charge of administrative matters and assumed command in the" absence 
of the director. Under him were the operations, resources, and training 
officers. The remainder of the staff consisted of a secretary and a clerk- 
typist. 

The organization was understaffed at the time of the earthquake which 
partly explained why employees spent much time on activities other than those 
suggested by their official titles. For example, the training officer spent 
more time directing the state's public shelter program than on CD training 
activities. The resources officer was more involved with projects such as 
developing emergency plans than in CD resource matters. Employees, then, had 
to be versatile since they were often engaged outside their particular 
specialties. The governor, a strong supporter of civil defense, had urged 
the state legislature to provide for a larger CD organization. 

The other state departments had been assigned emergency civil defense 
functions and specific officials from each were designated as civil defense 
coordinators. By order of the governor, these officials were to work under 
the direction of the state civil defense director during periods of emergency. 
Thus during a disaster the state civil defense organization could be expanded 
to include representatives of the state departments who would coordinate the 
activities of their respective organizations with the overall disaster ef- 
fort. There had never been an occasion for the state civil defense organiza- 
tion to increase in size in this fashion. However, at times, the assistance 
of a number of these state officials had been utilized by the permanent state 
CD staff. 

Its primary function was to serve as a coordinating body, so state 
civil defense worked with many types of organizations in administering federal 
programs and planning for disaster.  Some were organizations such as the 
Civil Air Patrol, the Red Cross, and the military.  They had cooperated with 
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the Anchorage Civil Defense Department until its director resigned. The 
state CD staff also worked with various federal agencies that maintained of- 
fices in Alaska, as well as with state agencies. Joint meetings with federal 
and state officials were held several times each year during which disaster 
plans were outlined and various problem areas were considered. State civil 
defense had written agreements for cooperative action during emergencies with 
the Corps of Engineers, Alaska District; the Civil Air Patrol, Alaska Wing, 
and the American National Red Cross. 

In the Corps agreement, state civil defense officials can seek assist- 
ance when local and state resources are no longer available.  In such in- 
stances, the district engineer was authorized to use th? resources of the 
Corps whether the cause was a flood or some other type of natural disaster. 
The agreement with the Civil Air Patrol read in part: 

During a Civil Defense emergency declared by the governor or the direc- 
tor of Civil Defense, the Alaska Wing, Civil Air Patrol, will employ its 
facilities, personnel and equipment to support the division of Civil 
Defense consistent with its mission as a volunteer civilian auxiliary 
of the United States Air Force. 

The written agreement with the Red Cross said in part: 

The ANRC and Alaska Division of Civil Defense have a close working re- 
lationship in natural disaster. Therefore, ANRC P" ;fi~ Area and 
Alaskan Chapters will plan and act in unison with c  „priate provi- 
sions of the current Alaska Civil Defense plan /ir.x :üing_those of the 
several State departments and incorporated municipalities/, pertinent 
federal statutes, and this agreement. 

Both the Red Cross and the Civil Air Patrol agreements became effective 
in 1962. All three agreements served as the basis for cooperation following 
the 1964 earthquake. 

State civil defense officials perceived their role to be planning and 
developing an effective organization which could assist communities in Alaska 
in meeting either man-made or natural disasters.  But most of their planning 
was oriented toward war-caused emergencies. For example, the publ ..: shelter, 
training, &nd public warning programs were developed in anticipation of a 
nuclear attack. This emphasis mainly resulted from the federal government 
stipulation that funds given to states for their civil defense organization 
must be used for these kinds of programs. 

Another factor that hampered the inclusion of natural disasters within 
the scope of state CD's responsibilities was chat the organization had no 
statutory basis for expending state funds for such operations. State CD of- 
ficials hoped that such a law would sometime be passed. 

Along these same lines, officials wanted to change the organization's 
name to Alaska Disaster Office so the public would recognize and come to sup- 
port the notion that it had a function other than war recovery.  It was 
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generally Jelt that the civil defense label was misleading and did net 
suggest the total function of the organization. 

Although hindered by a lack of funds directly usable for natural dis- 
aster planning and operations, state civil defense had been involved in sev- 
eral small natural emergency operations.  During the spring, some rivers 
frequently flooded, requiring the evacuation of nearby villages. On several 
occasions, state CD .staff members cooperated with the Red Cross, the Corps 
of Engineers, and the military in evacuating, housing, and feeding the flood 
victims. 

When the earthquake struck, state civil defense did not have a completed 
disaster plan. A plan was published in 1958. However, some years later, it 
-•as adjudged to be outmoded and the staff decided to rewrite it. A revised 
rough draft of the earlier plan was made in 1962, due in part to the anxiety 
generated by the Cuban crisis. The CD staff was to write the basic state 
disaster plan. Each state department would write more specific plans, called 
annexes, which would complement the general guidelines established by the 
basic plan. 

There had been meetings between the CD staff and officials of various 
stata departments regarding disaster planning. The original goal of one 
meeting a month did not come about because many departments were not highly 
interested. Some were reportedly working on their phase of the plan but very 
few had completed it. 

State civil defense's back-up communication capability was provided by 
licensed ham radio operators who were members of the local group of the Radio 
Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES). The Anchorage RACES organization 
was supervised by the state RACES director, a volunteer appointed by the state 
CD director. The fifty members were considered volunteer state civil defense 
personnel. 

Meetings were held three times a week in their headquarters in the 
basement of the state civil defense building where their radio eq"ipment was 
kspt.  Some of the equipment such as the twenty-two mobile radio units was 
purchased by state CD with federal funds. 

The RACES volunteers conducted periodic drills to prepare for any emer- 
gency in which they might be called upon to assist. Oddly enough, two years 
before the earthquake they simulated one. During the exercise, mobile radio 
units were dispatched to the police department, the hospitals, and the city 
civil defense headquarters. This procedure was repeated following the real 
earthquake. 

The only time that the group had completely mobilized for an actual 
emergency was during the Cuban crisis. During this period, a twenty-four 
uour alert was maintained for several days. 
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A few weeks before the disaster, the state civil defense organization 
was in danger of losing its financial support from the state legislature.  Be- 
cause of this, its personnel became involved in a campaign to publicize the 
function of the organization and to make the public aware of why it was 
needed. Staff members appeared on radio and television, and articles were 
released to the newspapers. Civil defense in Alaska, then, was experiencing 
difficulties prior to the March 1964 earthquake. 

Long-term Change. — On July 1, 1964 the Alaska State Civil Defense 
organization was renamed the Alaska Disaster Office.* It was hoped that the 
new name would more accurately convey to the public the actual and broader 
function of the organization. 

There were a number of noteworthy long-term changes which emerged from 
the earthquake experience. Some of the patterns of change existed in the or- 
ganization prior to the disaster and were somehow accelerated by it. Also, 
new patterns of change were initiated by it. 

The disaster was a learning experience for the organization. Conse- 
quently, in assessing its performance, the members identified a m-iber of 
problem areas which had developed. Some of the changes made were based on 
the desire to control such problems so that future disaster responses would 
be more effective. 

Analyzing the changes from another perspective, we note that some were 
primarily determined internally. That is, persons within the organization 
had the authority to initiate and implement them without having to seek the 
approval of external sources of authority. However, external approval and 
support was required for a number of changes. 

In some instances the disaster seemed to provide evidence which streng- 
thened the disaster office's contention that certain of its programs should 
be supported. One result of the disaster, then, at least for a short period, 
was that the organization had greater control over an important part of its 
environment — that aspect which determines the resources it will be allocated. 
Let us now consider more specifically the disaster related lon^-cera changes 
which occurred in the Alaska Disaster Office. 

In the pre-disaster authority structure, the director vi.;. the top of- 
ficial and the assistant director-administrative officer was second in com- 
mand. The other three nonclerical members — the operations, training, and 
resources officers — were on a common level in the organization and under the 
assistant director. Having had no previous major disaster experience, the 
effectiveness of this structural arrangement under such conditions was un- 
known. 

♦Throughout the remainder of this monograph we will refer to this or- 
ganization as the Alaska Disaster Office (ADO). 
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As Alaska Disaster Office officials began setting up their operation 
during the emergency period, they perceived their problems to be of two sorts. 
First, the need to coordinate emergency rescue and relief activities became 
apparent. Secondly, they had to handle the administrative work related to 
acquiring federal disaster assistance for the affected communities in the 
state. 

Accordingly, the work assigned to staff members was so divided. The 
director and assistant director began working on the administrative phase of 
the organization's emergency response. The operations officer was given a 
free hand to deal with the operational aspect. The resources and training 
officers were assigned to work under the operations officer. 

The structure of the regular Alaska Disaster Office staff, then, dif- 
fered from its organization prior to the disaster. In referring to an earlier 
period when the new arrangement had not yet emerged, one official noted: 

Well, early experience in the quake indicated that this /the pre-dis- 
aster structure/ was just not too functional because we had an opera- 
tions officer, but he was all by himself. He had no one actually 
working for him. Resources was helping him, but he was not under him. 
So we then took another look at our organization and we split it up to 
two particular sections within the . . .division. 

Since the new structure was defined as more satisfactory than the pre- 
disaster pattern, it was made a permanent feature of the organization. Thus, 
what was initially perceived as an emergent pattern to cope with the emer- 
gency contingencies became a relatively long-term arrangement. Let us look 
rcore closely at it. 

First, the responsibilities below the director were divided between the 
assistant director and the operations officer who were now on the same level. 
The assistant director was in charge of the administrative section and the 
operations officers headed the operations section. 

Both the positions of resources officer ~ later redesignated assistant 
operations officer — and training officer became part of the operations sec- 
tion. In the pre-disaster organization the training and the resources offi- 
cers were on the same level as the operations officer. 

The administrative section came to ine? de a supply officer and an as- 
sistant operations officer. The assistant operations officer in this section 
became routinely involved in administrative tasks; therefore, his designation 
was misleading. The position was so labeled to avoid establishing a new 
civil service classification. Both positions were new ones which the Alaska 
Disaster Office was able to add as a result of the disaster. With regard to 
the position of supply officer one official observed, "/during/ the quake it 
was very clear we needed a supply officer, somebody who devoted full time to 
this. Would know where these supplies were, to handle the paperwork in- 
volved. ..." 
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The organization was also able to add two .nore clerical persons to the 
staff, a secretary and a clerk-typist. Thus, by the summer of 1964, the st?.ff 
had increased by four persons.  In attributing this overall increase in per- 
sonnel to :he disaster, one official said: 

/We/ went over this organization and we came up with this recommenda- __ 
tion.  AThe directory in turn then recommended it to /the commissionejr/ 
who approved it.  It's the best thing we've ever gotten through in our 
life, through with no sweat, and this was directly due to the quake be- 
cause we had no intentions whatsoever of increasing our staff. 

I 
There was one case of inadequate role performance on the part of a 

member of the regular Alaska Disaster Office staff during the emergency period 
following the disaster. For purposes of anonymity, we will use the ficti- 
tious title of plans officer when referring to this person. There was some 
question about the plans officer's work prior to the disaster. However, dis- 
satisfaction with his performance reached the critical point following the 
earthquake. For example, one person noted: 

During the quake we'd look for him and there'd be periods of an hour, 
two hours, when we just didn't know where he'd bp. He'd come back and 
have no logical explanation of where he'd been. He was logically the 
one who should have taken over the fuel coordination.  I assigned it to 
him, but he was incapable of handling it. He didn't have the ability 
to see what had to be done and then go ahead and do it. 

Because he was not performing his role as expected, the plans officer 
was informed during the emergency that he was being discharged effective as 
of the end of April. Later, this was temporarily reversed. However, during 
the first week of July 1964, he resigned by "mutual consent." 

His resignation might have occurred eventually even without the disaster 
because of the earlier dissatisfaction with his performance. Yet the resig- 
nation came when it did because the demands of the disaster made his below 
par work even more critical and apparent. 

Under more stable conditions, organizations can use various devices to 
control, to some extent, the dysfunctional consequences of inadequate role 
performance; for example, by not assigning important work to those persons 
who are defined as performing under par. During periods of crisis, however, 
control devices sometimes break down and latent problems become manifest. 
It is ou contention that the inadequate role performance of the plans offi- 

; cer, as defined by Alaska Disaster Office officials, was a source of strain 
for the organization. The removal of the role incumbent was the means used 
in adapting to this strain. 

r 

When the Alaska Disaster Office staff was reorganized, there was also a 
greater delegation of responsibility and increased formalization. For ex- 
ample, some staff members thought that prior to the disaster the director 
supervised their work too closely, which created a morale problem.  It was 
reported that this situation was reversed following the disaster. Evidently, 
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Che change was partially due to the modification in the interpersonal patterns 
of the organization caused by the addition of new personnel. There seemed to 
be a considerable amount of confidence placed in some of the new role incum- 
bents. 

There was also a more specific assignment of tasks after the reorganiza- 
tion. For example: 

Prior to the quake it seems like everybody did a little bit of every- 
thing. We still do but we have now made specific assignments to in- 
dividuals — this is the responsibility of a given individual. He may 
get assistance from someone else but we look to this individual for the 
accomplishment of this program and prior to the earthquake it wasn't 
that formal. 

Thus, one result of the earthquake experience for the Alaska Disaster Office 
was that some new patterns emerged with regards to the delegation of respon- 
sibility and the assignment of tasks. 

Another effect of the disaster was the stimulus it provided to complete 
the lagging disaster plan.  It was published in February 1965. The plan was 
geared toward nuclear disaster, but the officials thought it would also pro- 
vide guidelines for natural disaster operations. 

Prior to the earthquake, work had also been started on a state seismic 
sea wave warning plan. The plan was published in September 1965. As one ADO 
official said, "It /the earthquake/ certainly stimulated getting it out. It 
pointed up the importance of the plan and I think it's coming out a year ear- 
lier than it normally would have." 

A few changes in the Alaska Disaster Office's physical facilities took 
place. In the summer of 1964 the state legislature appropriated $25,000 to 
purchase radio equipment to establish an emergency communications system 
throughout the state.  By the fall of 1965, the equipment for this new capa- 
bility included a 1,500 watt base station with auxiliary power to be installed 
in Juneau, Anchorage, and Fairbanks; three 150 watt transceivers which can be 
taken to disaster areas for emergency communications; and a number of 5 watt 
mobile units and walkie talkies. Relating the acquisition of this equipment 
to the earthquake experience, one Alaska Disaster Office official said: 

This is a direct outcome of the earthquake. We had attempted to acquire 
such a system for three years and had always been rejected. We went 
in with the supplemental one -- the emergency portion of our budget — 
and it was approved without any question. 

Another physical resource change was the acquisition of a new office. 
This grew out of the serious problem that developed during the disaster when 
the expanded staff was seriously hampered by the lack of sufficient space. 
The 20-foot by 80-foot headquarters was too small and four mobile homes had 
to be used. 
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After the disaster a twenty-four foot by sixty-foot redwood building 
was donated to the state for use by the Alaska Disaster Office. Local con- 
tractors and labor unions provided some materials and labor, and the build- 
ing was erected adjacent to the headquarters building to provide additional 
office space. 

Our data, then, indicate that the Alaska Disaster Office underwent a 
number of long-term changes which were related to the earthquake experience. 
Some were structural; others involved the replacement of role incumbents or 
the addition of personnel. Still others concerned the physical resources 
available. 

The disaster created a climate in which the Alaska Disaster Office re- 
ceived an unusual degree of support from other organizations and agencies. 
In this respect it had a measure of control over its environment that was 
absent during more stable periods. For several months after the disaster the 
Alaska Disaster Office was able to request and did, in fact, receive an un- 
usual amount of cooperation and support for its programs. For example, one 
official during this period made the following observation: 

It's just like turning 180°. . . . The close cooperation we now have 
with other state agencies and other federal agencies, the increased 
stature that we have gained as a result of it and as a result of this 
we're able to work a lot better with other agencies and they with us. 
. . . It'll probably take us two or three years of nothing where 
civil defense will slip into the background like it was before. So 
there's been irrevocable changes.  In fact, friends of mine have ac- 
cused me of engineering the earthquake. 

Anchorage Public Works Department 

Pre-disaster Structure. — With 169 employees, public works was the 
largest city department. The following were its major assigned functions at 
the time of the earthquake: the maintenance of streets, sewers, and city 
buildings; the design and construction of streets, and water and sewer lines; 
the maintenance and operation of the municipal airport and water utility; 
traffic engineering; and building inspection. 

The director of public works, who also served as city engineer, was 
directly responsible to the city manager. His assistant was also the as- 
sistant city engineer. 

The department had six divisions and the heads of the divisions re- 
ported to the director. The assistant director was in charge of the engi- 
neering division, a chief buil'1:  .inspector was head of the building inspect- 
ing division, a traffic enginet supervised the traffic engineering division, 
an airport manager supervised the airport division, a water utility manager 
was head of the water utility division, and a superintendent of public works 
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was responsible for the maintenance division.  (Figure 6 outlines some of the 
major pre-disaster structural features of the organization.) 

The public works department did not have a disaster plan. Many of its 
employees, however, had special skills and experience relevant to emergency 
rescue and restoration activities. For example, personnel in the maintenance 
and water division coped with minor crises in connection with their work. 
Employees such as those in building inspection, engineering,and maintenance 
possessed skills which could be utilized to lessen the danger of a secondary 
disaster. The department had internal resources — heavy equipment, emer- 
gency parts, etc. — which would be vital during a disaster. 

Long-term Change. — Following the earthquake the public works depart- 
ment underwent considerable change. Some of the modifications can be par- 
tially attributed to the disaster experience. 

The data clearly indicate that several changes might not have occurred 
when they did had it not been for certain pre-disaster characteristics and 
circumstances.  It also seems fairly evident that if the disaster had not 
happened, some of these modifications would have taken place eventually. 
Thus, in many respects, the earthquake functioned as a catalyst; that is, 
certain pre-disaster processes of change were accelerated by conditions which 
prevailed after the disaster. 

At the time of the earthquake, the department was going through a peri- 
od of reorganization so it was in a state of considerable flux. A number of 
changes had been instituted several months before the disaster and many more 
were anticipated by officials. The changes had been m»He in order to use re- 
sources more efficiently. 

In addition, there were some areas of strain and tension which were 
partly responsible for some changes which later emerged. The director and 
his assistant were expected to administer an organization consisting of sev- 
eral units with highly diversified functions. At the same time they were ex- 
pected to function in specialized engineering roles. This situation created 
certain problems and provided the context in which seme long-term organiza- 
tional adaptations emerged. 

The major disaster related long-term changes involved the water utility 
division, traffic engineering, building inspection, engineering, and building 
construction and maintenance. 

Wa.er division. -- On October 13, 1963, the water division was formed 
within the public works department.  It was thought that a centralized opera- 
tion would provide more adequate service for the increasing number of cus- 
tomers. Previously the responsibilities of the utility were divided among 
several municipal agencies. 

The division had twenty-five employees before the disaster, supervised 
by a utility manager who reported to the director of public works.  Plans 
called for developing the water utility into a separate department over a 
period of several years as the operation expanded, with its manager reporting 
to the city manager. 
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Because of the earthquake, the development of the water division was 
accelerated, bringing it closer to the time when it would operate as a sepa- 
rate unit. The division acquired more responsibilities and created a few 
additional permanent positions. 

In this regard, prior to the disaster the public works engineering divi- 
sion met all the engineering requirements of the utility. In November 1964, 
the utility partly took over this job when it established the beginnings of 
an engineering section by adding an engineer and draftsman to its staff. The 
position of engineer was also established in order to have an administrative 
assistant to back up the utility manager. 

The expanded operation was needed in order to (1) restore the damaged 
and destroyed portion of the water system, and (2) to meet new requirements 
for continued service such as providing water for pre-disaster customers who 
were forced co move into areas which previously received no water service. 
Since many of these changes were scheduled for some later period anyway, the 
officials decided to continue them beyond the recovery period.  In other 
words, they became long-term changes. 

Finally, other expansion plans made prior to the earthquake were ad- 
vanced a year or more. The expanded port operation affected the water divi- 
sion as well as the fire department. The planning needed to extend water 
mains to the port industrial area for fire protection purposes was hastened. 

Traffic engineering. -- The traffic engineering division employed only 
nine persons at the time of the disaster.  In October 1964, traffic engineer- 
ing was taken out of public works and made into a separate department. The 
traffic engineer was retained as head of the new unit and reported to the 
city manager. 

Traffic engineering had an increased work load following the disaster. 
Because of damage to streets and the downtown area, a considerable redevelop- 
ment program was required. For example, the department had to establish new 
traffic patterns as well as a new public parking program in conjunction with 
the rehabilitation of downtown Anchorage. Although city officials attributed 
traffic engineering's new status to the expanded program, it seems that other 
factors were also very important. 

i  ■ 

Prior to the disaster the public works director and his assistant had 
allowed traffic engineering to function fairly autonomously. The rationale 
was that here was a highly specialized function which should be administered 
primarily by those who had the proper training — the traffic engineer and 
his associates. However, it is evident that more was involved. The two key 
public works officials often did not have time for overall departmental mat- 
ters, including the close supervision of traffic engineering. 

Because of traffic engineering's considerable autonomy, its officials 
were encouraged to seek official separation from public works. Thus there 
was pressure for a change in the status of traffic engineering even before 

■
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the earthquake. This strain became manifest as an unofficial policy which was 

pursued even more vigorously during the uncertain days following the disaster. 

Members of the division systematically disregarded the organization's official 

lines of authority by going directly to the city manager on important matters 

and bypassing the public works heads. This was done in hopes of demonstrating 

that the division could operate at the departmental level in the municipal 

structure. This strategy of the traffic engineering section, along with its 

expanded program following the earthquake, eventually led to its new status 
as a separate department. 

Building inspection. -- Another disaster related structural change was 

the separation of the building inspection division from the public works de- 

partment in October 1964. Like traffic engineering, the new department was 

elevated to the same level in the municipal structure as public works. 

Prior to the disaster, many city officials did not consider building 

inspection an important function. This was partly reflected in the fact that 

the division, with ten employees, was understaffed considering the work to be 
done. The extensive earthquake damage to buildings and the subsequent re- 

building was responsible for heightened interest in the division and its 
function. One high city official noted for example, "We will make sure in 

the future that we have fully adequate inspection of all buildings." 

Two additional building inspectors were hired in June 1964. Requests 
for increases in the staff had been turned down by city council prior to the 

disaster. This increase in size and the new departmental status were based 
on the increased post-disaster work load and an anticipated generally ex- 

panded operation. 

More attention was paid to building and construction standards after 

the earthquake. To encourage the construction of earthquake-resistent build- 

ings, a code committee composed of the head of building inspection and a 
number of local architects and engineers was organized. The committee wrote 

a number of amendments to the community's building codes, which reflected the 

earthquake experience. The amendments were adopted in April 1965. 

Engineering division. — Prior to the earthquake, public works officials 

had considered establishing a position to coordinate the underground construc- 

tion activities of public and private aggnc^gs. It would serve as a clearing- 

house for the scheduling of the agencies' construction work and for the loca- 

tion of utility lines. The need had apparently existed for some time, but 

nothing had been done about it. 

Also needed was information about new construction, in the form of util- 

ity drawings, which could be stored in a centralized location. Public works 

had utility drawings of community facilities but they were not up to date 

because of budgetary considerations. Those available proved invaluable for 

reconstruction work done on city utility lines after the earthquake. The 

large amount of repair and improvement of underground utility lines done by 

public works and other organizations made it even more important that someone 
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coordinate and make a record of new construction. City and public works 
officials felt that if these functions were carried out a considerable sav- 
ings in project costs would be made over the long run. 

As a result, in late 1964 a new position called "projects control en- 
gineer" was added to the public works1 engineering division. A draftsman was 
also added to work on utility drawings. 

These changes were an adaptation on the part of the engineering divi- 
sion to problems that persisted from the pre-disaster period.  It seems that 
the changes were made when they were because the problems they were expected 
to correct had assumed greater proportions due to earthquake related recon- 
struction activity. 

The earthquake was also indirectly responsible for several departmental 
personnel changes on the administrative level and in the engineering division. 
Some occurred because a few persons were offered what they considered to be 
more attractive positions. These changes precipitated others in the organi- 
zation. 

In the summer of 1964, the assistant director left the department for a 
position with a state agency. The position he assumed had been established 
because the agency was involved in much earthquake related reconstruction 
work. In one t> nse, the assistant director owed his new position to the dis- 
aster. 

The new assistant public works director being from the department's 
engineering division, resulted in some personnel changes within that divi- 
sion. One man resigned, partly because before the disaster he had had his 
differences with the new assistant director and thus chose not to work under 
him. Also, the data show that a second man resigned when the new assistant 
director passed over him in selecting a successor to fill his vacated posi- 
tion. 

Finally, in July 1965, the public works director resigned and joined an 
engineering firm engaged in reconstruction work on city facilities. As di- 
rector he had often been in contact with personnel from this firm so he was 
in an advantageous position to learn of its employment opportunities. Had it 
not been for the disaster, such an opportunity would not have been available. 
The firm was in Anchorage to serve as consultant to the Corps of Engineers on 
rehabilitation work. When the director resigned, the man who had been the 
assistant director during the emergency returned as his successor. 

It is possible that similar changes in personnel, as noted here, might 
have come about even without the earthquake. There is a high rate of turn- 
over in personnel in most organizations in Anchorage anyway.  But, these par- 
ticular changes happened when they did at least in part because of post-dis- 
aster circumstances, which provided the opportunity at a specific point in 
time. 
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Finally, although personnel changes are not long-term changes as earlier 
defined, new personnel can bring about such changes. This is true to the ex- 
tent that new and old job holders perform their duties differently and also 
to the degree that interpersonal patterns are modified by changes in person- 
nel. 

Building construction and maintenance. — Prior to 1963, responsibility 
for the maintenance of city-owned buildings and for related functions was 
divided among several city departments. The department using a building had 
to take care of it, which usually meant breakdown rather than preventive 
maintenance was practiced. In late 1962, when engineering division personnel 
repaired and remodeled some city buildings, the inadequacy of the maintenance 
program became apparent to public works and other city officials. 

In 1963, the city let several contracts for architectural work. A pub- 
lic works engineer administered the contracts and coordinated the work. Also 
during this period, other city departments asked engineering personnel for 
building design and estimating work. These developments emphasized the need 
to establish a permanent group to take care of city buildings. 

Thus, the building repair and maintenance section was unofficially 
created in the engineering department. It became official when city council 
gave approval early in 1964. The section had seven employees. 

Building construction's assigned responsibilities were:  (1) to provide 
a planned preventive maintenance program for the eighty-six city buildings, 
thus reducing costs over the long run; (2) to supervise and coordinate archi- 
tectural firms doing work for the city; and (3) ta do design work for muni- 
cipal buildings. 

Like the heads of several public works divisions, the building construc- 
tion officials enjoyed considerable autonomy. The public works director and 
his assistant concentrated most of their efforts on other sections of the en- 
gineering division, and did not often encourage building construction per- 
sonnel to seek their approval before making a decision. 

Partly because of this, decisions were made which technically should 
have been cleared first by the director or his assistant. Understandably, 
this sometimes led to decisions and activities that they would not have ap- 
proved. In the pattern which evolved, a head official of building construc- 
tion first engaged the section in some project, and then sought the support 
of those in higher authority. For the sake of anonymity we shall refer to 
this official by the fictitious name of "Mr. Brown." 

As in any organization, Mr. Brown was expected to follow certain rules and 
procedures in making decisions and in engaging in activities — even those 
which did not need the sanction of higher authority. However, he tended to 
use unofficial means and methods.  Because of this tendency and encouraged 
by the frequent inaccessibility of his immediate superiors, Mr. Brown often 
went beyond his authority. This sometimes got him into trouble. For example, 
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at times he made certain decisions which required the expenditure of large 
sums of money before such money was available to him. 

During the disaster, Mr. Brown organized the previously mentioned Dis- 
aster Control Group. His method of operation, and that of regular employees 
and volunteers who followed his lead during the emergency period, was gener- 
ally a continuation of the unofficial patterns that evolved before the dis- 
aster. Our interview data indicate that this was at least true in terms of 
this group's orientation towards established rules and regulations. For 
example, one member who participated in the emergency rescue and relief ac- 
tivities commented as follows: 

We commandeered all the equipment we needed, all the material we needed, 
and we just did the job. That was a projection of what we normally do. 
We do these sort of underhanded things normally, but we don't do them 
so flagrantly as we did then. 

Mr. Brown and his group were quick to make decisions and to respond to 
problems and needs during the emergency period. This, too, was an extension 
of normal behavior, it was the consensus among city officials that his emer- 
gency group did an outstanding job. 

Prior to the disaster, officials tended to perceive the building con- 
struction section's methods as dysfunctional for the public works department 
and the larger municipal organization.  In terms of our conceptualization, 
this was a source of strain. 

However, similar activities during the disaster tended to be defined at 
the time as functional. Put in a more general sense, a modus operandi which 
was seen as creating instability under relatively normal conditions was de- 
fined as functional under emergency conditions when adaptive rather than 
routine behavior seemed appropriate. 

Some time after the disaster, Mr. Brown and his section were again per- 
ceived as creating problems because of the unit's manner of operating. Al- 
most exactly one year after the disaster, for example, a high public works 
official made the following comment regarding this section: 

You get in the problem there of people that are real good in a crisis 
and perform outstandingly because they have the initiative, but they 
don't work too well. Thev can't work continually that way because if 
they do, they will run over everybody. 

This same official contrasted the above type of person with another: 

Now you take a man like  . He's worthless in a crisis, abso- 
lutely worthless. But on ehe long haul that's the kind of guy that 
the /city/ council wants and that's the kind of guy you have to have. 
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The unorthodox fashion in which building construction and maintenance 
operated was primarily due to the leadership of Mr. Brown. This was recog- 
nized by public works and other city officials. Also, our data suggest that 
Mr. Brown's actions tended to follow more unofficial lines after the disaster 
due to (1) the increased preoccupation of his superiors with rehabilitation 
problems, and (2) the general fluidity which characterized the situation in 
which he and others had to operate. 

Public works officials adapted to this source of strain by removing 
Mr. Brown from his position in June 1965. However, before this was done he 
initiated some interesting changes in his section which had implications for 
other city departments. 

On October 1, 1964, the building construction and maintenance section 
became a separate division and was renamed the city structures division. It 
is not clear whether this change was somehow related to the disaster. Some 
of our respondents, for example, reported that they believed the change was 
made necessary because of an increased work load following the earthquake. 
Others reported that they did not feel such a relationship existed. 

The disaster experience remained of interest to the city structures 
division long after the emergency period had passed. Many informal critiques 
were held to discuss the problems encountered and the actions taken, with a 
view toward ascertaining more satisfactory alternative adaptations. Such 
continued interest in the disaster experience seemed to have stemmed from 
two sources:  (1) in the course of their work during the rehabilitiation 
period, the men in the division were constantly faced with physical reminders 
of the earthquake, and (2) Mr. Brown, who was retained as a top official when 
the section was made a division, was militant regarding the matter of emer- 
gency preparedness. 

During the course of these critiques, it was generally agreed that the 
problems experienced by their group and others during the emergency resulted 
from two factors. First, there was an absence of a disaster plan specifying 
the roles of key people so that a division of labor and coordination could 
have occurred more rapidly. Secondly, there was a lack of needed emergency 
equipment such as certain kinds of tools and radios. Mr. Brown decided to 
initiate a disaster and emergency preparedness program in his division which 
would take these problems into account. 

To engage in such a project in a bureaucratic setting, it is usually 
necessary for officials of a unit to acquire the approval of those higher in 
authority, unless such a program is an assigned responsibility. Usually too, 
such approval will not be forthcoming if the project is considered the func- 
tion of another unit of the organization or if the means to carry it out 
violates organizational norms. As noted above, Mr. Brown frequently used un- 
official means of operating and this pattern persisted in his program for 
disaster preparedness for his division. Also, city officials tended to de- 
fine disaster preparedness as a function of the civil defense department. 
Accordingly, this program met with resistence. 
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Mr. Brown and 
emergencies similar 
period following th 
for such a role by 
defense program had 
the initiative and 
emergency period, 
partments. 

others in the division wanted to play a role in future 
to that which the division had played in the emergency 

e earthquake. They were encouraged to proceed with plans 
the fact thau months after the earthquake, an active civil 
not yet been established. City-structures personnel took 
began functioning in this area as they had done during the 
Some of their ideas were later adopted by other city de- 

One of the first steps taken was the acquisition of a considerable 
amount of equipment. One year after thr disaster, for example, the division 
had acquired several additional radio equipped vehicles. Also, the men in 
the division were issued protective clothing such as hard hats and rain gear 
so they could do emergency work in all types of weather and situations.  In 
addition, Mr. Brown asked the personnel to carry basic emergency tools in 
their vehicles — e.g., cutting torches and wrecking bars — in anticipation 
of emergency operations. 

Much of city-structure's emergency equipment was acquired somewhat un- 
officially. For example, specific city funds were allocated for small tools, 
which usually meant wrenches, hammers, and the like.  But the division bought 
cutting equipment, wrecking bars and similar pieces of equipment with such 
funds. Also, some equipment purchases were justified on the basis that it 
was needed for routine work with an eye toward using it primarily in emer- 
gencies. 

As previously noted, much confusion occurred during the emergency per- 
iod because persons who had disaster roles could not easily be identified. 
In anticipation of this problem in future emergencies, each city-structures 
employee was given an identification card. Their hard hats were prominently 
marked with the city of Anchorage emblem and a reflectorized emergency sym- 
bol. City police and firemen were acquainted with these cards and hats so 
that division personnel could pass police lines and enter emergency areas 
without difficulty.  Also, vehicular identification plates were made. 

A written emergency plan was also prepared for the division. In writ- 
ing this plan, an effort was made to anticipate and make allowances for the 
kinds of situations and problems which occurred following the earthquake. 
The plan was not lengthy but covered several important areas:  (1) emergency 
responsibilities of the division, (2) emergency communications, (3) the use 
of volunteers, (4) emergency lines of authority, and (5) reporting procedures, 
As it was written, the plan reflected the tendency of the division to empha- 
size the adaptation to situations in terms of expediency rather than estab- 
lished prccedure. 

Some key officials were opposed to city-structure's initiative regard- 
ing disaster planning and preparedness. They objected to statements such as 
the following that appeared in the disaster plan:  "If you are turned back 
at a police post, try to get through another one. Use talk, trickery, or 
muscle if you have to, but get through." 
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Also, some felt that while city structure, like any city division, could be 
called upon in an emergency, it should not involve itself to such a degree in 
these matters. Emergencies, they reasoned, were primarily the concern of the 
police, fire, and civil defense departments. The latter was responsible for 
planning and preparation. 

On January 23, 1965, the division was again engaged in an emergency op- 
eration.  A major fire involving petroleum tanks occurred in the port area. 
City structure personnel were mobilized and appeared at the scene of the fire 
to generally assist city firemen.  Some city officials thought they tended to 
get in the way somewhat because they had no special training. 

Because of this experience and the belief by some that the division had 
exceeded its sphere of responsibility, city officials exerted some pressure 
on the CD department to do more toward establishing an interdepartmental dis- 
aster program. Civil defense officials were instructed to work with the 
various city departments whose personnel could be called upon during a disas- 
ter or emergency. 

Interestingly, Mr. Brown was told to discontinue his "go it alone" ac- 
tivities and several of the ideas used in his division were incorporated into 
a proposed interdepartmental civil defense program. For example, in the fol- 
lowing quotation from an interview with a high city official, the similarity 
can be noted between the proposed CD program he discusses and the one imple- 
mented earlier in the city structures division: 

As we go along with this program these people will be provided with 
hard hats and with turn-out clothing such as volunteer firemen have, 
and certain vehicles. When they are responding, for example, to assist 
the firemen and police at a large conflagration, they will be able to go 
through police lines and get into the scene of the emergency to be use- 
ful. And also we will probably develop a new identification card system 
so that those persons who are specially talented to be helpful in such 
emergencies will have cards that identify them as emergency rescue per- 
sons. 

Thus, based on our data, we conclude that Mr. Brown was defined as a 
disturbing influence not only by the public works department but by the gen- 
eral municipal organization as well. Officials in public works and in the 
city manager's office were concerned about his tendency to proceed in an un- 
official and unorthodox fashion and to assume the functions assigned to an- 
other department. 

Officials tried to neutralize this threat to stability by preempting 
Mr. Brown's disaster planning ideas and assigning civil defense to develop 
them on an interdepartmental basis.  It was hoped that the initiative would 
be wrenched from Mr. Brown and thus his division would no longer need a sepa- 
rate disaster program. Mr. Brown, then, served as an impetus for change 
within the context of the disaster not only in public works but in the munici- 
pal organization in general. The final adaptation, as previously mentioned, 
was to ask Mr. Brown to resign because of his continuing policy of ignoring 
organizational norms. 
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To summarize, we have pointed out that disaster related long-term 
changes did occur in the public works department. Some changes were struc- 
tural, such as when traffic engineering and building inspection became sep- 
arate departments. Other modifications involved disaster planning, personnel, 
and physical facilities and systems. Our data also indicate that ehe earth- 
quake functioned as a catalyst with regard to some changes.  In addition, 
some changes evolved out of pre-disaster and disaster problems and sources of 
strain. 

Organizations in Which No Observable Disaster 
Related Long-term Change Occurred 

Six organizations in our sample experienced no disaster related long- 
term change.  That is, the disaster neither brought about conditions which 
initiated new patterns of change nor accelerated prior existing ones. 

KHAR Radio 

Pre-disaster Structure. — KHAR was one of four AM stations in Anchorage. 
The staff of thirteen consisted of a manager, an assistant manager, several 
announcers, and sales and business office personnel. 

KENI Radio and Television 

Pre-disaster Structure. — Anchorage stations KENI-AM and KENI-TV were 
owned and operated by the Midnight Sun Broadcasters, Inc. The corporation had 
several affiliated stations — KFAR and KFAR-TV in Fairbanks, KINY and KINY-TV 
in Juneau, and KTKN in Ketchikan. The president and general manager was the 
head of the organization. Key positions at KENI-AM were operations manager, 
sales manager, two salesmen, copy writer, traffic manager and several an- 
nouncers. The KENI-TV staff included an operations manager, a commercial copy 
writer, a news editor and a sales manager. 

KFQD Radio 

Pre-disaster Structure. Because KFQD was the most ^ werful Anchorage 
station, it was the official emergency broadcast station. The staff consisted 
of a general manager, a program director, a music director, a chief engineer, 
a news director, and several anrouncers. One announcer was the public infor- 
mation officer for the Anchorage Civil Defense Department. 
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Anchorage Telephone Department 

!  i 

Pre-disaster Structure. — Unlike most American cities, Anchorage owned 
the telephone system and operated it as a city department. It was directed 

by a manager and employed 134 persons. There were 8 divisions: administra- 

tion, traffic and equipment, construction, plant extension, commercial, sales 
and service, outside wire, and inside wire. Also there were four exchanges: 
Fairfax, Diamond, Federal, ana Broadway. 

At the beginning of 1964, the utility served 4,187 business and 12,919 
residential lines. The system was operating at maximum capacity but could 

not keep pace with demands for new installations. Except for high priority 

requests the exchanges had been closed for new service since December 1963. 
Before the earthquake, the department was holding about 2,500 requests for 
service. 

Emergency supplies were stockpiled at each exchange. A departmental 
disaster recall plan had been developed about a year and a half prior to the 

earthquake in anticipation of a possible nuclear emergency. In the plan, the 

exchange building to which an employee was to report was determined by where 
he lived. The recall procedure did not involve the use of the telephone sys- 
tem because previous experience suggested that it might not be very reliable. 

For example, during one period of the Cuban crisis the telephone load increased 
at such a rapid rate that it blew out the system's main fuses. 

Presbyterian Community Hospital 

Pre-disaster Structure. — Presbyterian Hospital, which opened in June 

1963, was founded by a nonprofit organization, the Presbyterian Ministeries, 
Inc. The fifty-bed hospital leased its quarters in the basement, third, and 
fourth floors of the Anchorage Medical-Dental Building from a group of doctors 
who owned the building. 

Many of the doctors whose offices were on the first two floors of the 
building sent patients to the hospital. Other local doctors also used the 

hospital's facilities. Presbyterian had no resident doctors. 

During its short existence the hospital had experienced a series of 

financial crises. In December 1963, money problems forced a layoff of some 

personnel. Just prior to the earthquake, the hospital was operating at a 

deficit. 

When the disaster struck, several key staff positions were occupied by 

new persons. The hospital administrator, hired about a month prior to the 

earthquake, was still in the process of becoming familiar with the operation 
of the hospital and with the community. The comptroller, who was being 

groomed to be assistant hospital administrator, had started work only a few 
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'.ays beforehand. The director of nursing had been there only a few hours. 
Presbyterian did not. have a disaster plan at the time of the earthquake. 

Anchorage Independent School District 

Pre-ij-sastor Structure. — The district had about 16,350 students en- 
rolled in i>.s  2ö elementary, 3 junior high, and 2 high schools.  Its 7-man 
Ioard of (.ducation established policy for operating procedures, staff, and 
finances. The superintendent of schools, who was the board's executive of- 
ficer, wa? responsible for the system's operation. 

The assistant superintendent for instructional services recruited and 
managed personnel and supervised the instructional program. The assistant 
superintendent for administrative services was responsible for building oper- 
ation and maintenance, purchasing and supply, and so forth. The school prin- 
cipals and approximately 800 teachers were under the direct authority of the 
Superintendent of schools. 

The Absence of Disaster Related Long-term Change. — A year and a half 
after the earthquake, some changes had occurred in these six organizations. 
However, as far as we were able to ascertain, none of them had any relation- 
ship to the disaster experience. For example, the Anchorage school district 
was in the process of implementing pre-disaster expansion plans as they had 
been conceived by officials before the earthquake. The Anchorage telephone 
department was also involved in carrying out a program conceived prior to the 
disaster. Snne changes had occurred in Presbyterian Hospital, and in stations 
KHAR, KFQD, and KENI which appear to have no link to the disaster.  Thus it 
seem*, that the March 27, 1964 earthquake had no lasting effect upon these 
organ izatior.f:. 

Summary of Findings 

i 

Our data indicate that a number of long-term changes were, in fact, pre- 
cipitated by the earthquake in seventeen of the twenty-three organizations in 
our sample. Some of the changes were new organizational patterns, while 
ochers were preexisting patterns that were accelerated. Also, such changes 
stemmed from both internal and external sources. Finally, some of the changes 
have consequences for the day-to-day patterns of interaction of the organiza- 
tions in which they .appeared, while other changes were in the form of disaster 
plans and procedures and were thus intended to alter such patterns only dur- 
ing periods of emergency. 

OüC of the objectives of this study was to explore the importance of 
organisational strain and intercrganizational conflict in accounting for the 
relationship between the disaster and long-term organizational change. Where- 
as our findings indicate that the variable of organisational strain does 
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enable us to explain some of the long-term changes which occurred after the 
earthquake, this was not the case with interorganizational conflict even 
though several of the organizations in our sample experienced such conflict. 

Following the disaster, for example, new conflicts arose between some 
organizations and old hostilities were heightened between others. These con- 
flicts stemmed from disagreement over the proper emergency procedures to use; 
authority disputes; and heightened competition between some organizations 
which perceived the disaster as an opportunity to out-perform other organiza- 
tions and thus enhance their own public image.  It might be suggested that one 
of the reasons why there was no long-term change as a result of such conflicts 
is that they had not yet run their course by a year and a half after the 
disaster. There could, then, eventually be some resultant long-term social 
consequences. 

In the next, and final, chapter we will put our findings into a more 
general framework. 
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NOTES: Chapter III 

1. Martha Richardson Wilson, M.D., "Effect of the Alaska Earthquake on 
Functions of PHS Hospital," Public Health Reports 79, No. 10 (1964): 
859. 
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CHAPTER IV 

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Disaster and Its Social Consequences 

Many of the social consequences which unfold following a disaster are 
more or less short lived and are in response to problems and situations which 
are present during the immediate emergency peiiod. For example, soon after 
the earthquake in Anchorage new and often unexpected organizational structures 
and relationships emerged. In addition, a number of organizations engaged in 
novel tasks and activities such as search and rescue. Of course, some organ- 
izations and groups were neither directly affected by the disaster nor ex- 
perienced any significant social consequences during the emergency period. 

This was true, too, for earthquake induced long-term social consequences 
-- some organizations experienced them, others did not. In general terms, the 
findings of this study point out that a disaster may (1) precipitate or set 
in motion new patterns or processes of long-term organizational change, (2) 
accelerate change already underway or more or less latent in an organization, 
(3) impede change that was in process or had been planned, and (4) have no 
perceptible long-term effect on an organization. 

We might again ask why the earthquake had long-term consequences for 
some organizations; by answering that, we hope to shed lignt on the question 
of why so many organizations seemed not to undergo any long-term modifications. 
It was also found that in general very few organizations reported that the 
earthquake had significantly impeded the realization of pre-disaster plans 
for future growth and development. We will attempt to explain this pattern 
in view of the available data. 

Internal and External Conditions Related 
to Long-term Organizational Change 

As we observed in the first chapter, organizations are dilemma-solving 
social systems which must deal with both internal and external contingencies. 
In the most general sense, then, organizational change represents a reaction 
by an organization to external conditions or to internal characteristics and 
problems. 

The data indicate that both disaster induced long-term organizational 
change and other instances of organizational modification can be accounted 
for in a similar fashion. The Alaska earthquake modified the environment and 
the internal patterns and characteristics of some organizations. As these 
organizations adapted to the altered conditions, the consequence was long- 
term change.  Thus, it is not disaster per se which causes change but the 
conditions it creates for organizations. 
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The disaster experience influenced the development of fr/o internal and 
two external conditions which provided the impetus for long-term organiza- 
tional change in several organizations. The internal conditions were or- 
ganizational strain and what we have labeled "organizational learning." The 
external conditions were increased environmental support and new environmental 
demands or requirements. These variables will be discussed below. 

Internal Conditions:  Organizational Learning 

The Emergence of New Patterns of Change. — As problem-solving entities, 
organizations incorporate into their structures and processes the knowledae 
and skills gained from encounters with various kinds of events and situations. 
Accordingly, unique events such as disasters offer organizations an opportunity 
to discover alternative modes of operating. 

Following the earthquake, many organizations found it necessary to deal 
with a number of new contingencies. Some discovered that their operations 
were seriously handicapped because they lacked important resources such as 
mobile radios and auxiliary generators. 

A number of long-term organizational changes were made in light of such 
experiences.  Some procedures which proved satisfactory during the disaster 
became prescribed everyday methods. Also, some of the adjustments made during 
the emergency which proved functional for such situations were incorporated 
into organizational disaster plans.  Further, some of the physical resources 
that were wanting following the disaster were later purchased and maintained 
as standby emergency mechanisms. 

After the emergency period, considarable reflecting and second-guessing 
took place, particularly on the part of the personnel in organizations that 
played prominent disaster roles. A number of them wrote "after action" re- 
ports in which their disaster activities were described and in some cases 
evaluated with an eye toward making better preparations in the event of future 
disasters. Some organizations held formal meetings in which their emergency 
activities and problems were reviewed, while most had more or less informal 
critiques.  Such introspection had some influence on the implementation of a 
number of new organizational patterns. 

The new patterns of change which seem to be a consequence of organiza- 
tions taking into account their disaster experiences are of several types. 
For example, some of the changes that occurred in the Alaska Disaster Office 
were structural.  It was reorganized into two new sections; the assistant 
director and the operations officer were placed on the same authority level. 
This modification became a long-term organizational feature because it was 
believed to have been very functional during the earthquake emergency period. 
Another type of change took place in the Alaska Native Hospital, where some 
disaster plan revisions were made. 
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Several cases of long-term changes in physical resources occurred. The 

disaster experience demonstrated the need for a civil defense communications 

network which was subsequently established. Also, Providence Hospital had 

borrowed a pump and used an adjacent spring as an emergency source of water. 

Consequently, a pump was purchased so the spring could be used when needed. 

These examples should suffice, then, to demonstrate that the knowledge gained 

from the disaster experience by many organizations was transformed into new 

long-term organizational characteristics. 

Acceleration of Preexisting Patterns of Change. — A similar organiza- 

tional learning process was involved in the acceleration of preexisting pat- 

terns of change in some organizations. The implementation of some pre-dis- 
aster patterns of change was catalyzed by the earthquake experience because it 

somehow demonstrated their importance fcr organizational viability. For 

example, the disaster experience offered further proof to the Alaska Disaster 
Office of the importance of written disaster plans. As a result, plans which 

were being worked on prior to the catastrophe, and which in some instances 
had been receiving only slight attention, were completed much sooner than they 

otherwise would have been. In like fashion, the disaster brought about an 

acceleration in plans to implement a technical change in the municipal light 

and power department's transmission system which would permit faster restora- 
tion in the event of outages. Thus, latent patterns of organizational change 

became more relevant because of the disaster experience. 

Internal Conditions:  Organizational Strain 

The reaction of some organizations to a second type of internal pattern 
— organizational strain — also accounts for the emergence of some new dis- 

aster related long-term changes. Such changes arose from strain in the public 

works department, the Alaska Disaster Office, and the south central Alaska 
Red Cross chapter. Before the earthquake these strains were controlled, or 
at least more or less tolerated. However, the controls broke down following 

the disaster. This resulted in an intolerable amount of pressure being exerted 

for the removal of the strains. Let us briefly review our earlier discussion 
of such strains and the adaptations made to them in light of our more analyti- 

cal discussion. 

In the Anchorage public works department discussion, we indicated that 

"Mr. Brown's" inclination to utilize unofficial means to accomplish his pro- 

jects was defined as a threat to the organization's stability. This strain 

was present prior to the disaster. Afterwards, Mr. Brown used unofficial 

channels even more, because his immediate superiors were preoccupied with re- 

habilitation problems. He also tried to establish a disaster preparedness 

program in his division — a function that other city officials defined as a 

civil defense department prerogative. The initial adaptation to this divisive 
influence was the preemption of the disaster program by other city officials. 

Finally, Mr. Brown was forced to resign. Thus, two changes emerged from this 

source of strain.  Disaster preparedness ideas initially implemented in Brown's 
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city-structures division were incorporated into local CD plans. Ultimately, 
the role incumbent was replaced. 

The interview data also suggest that traffic engineering became a de- 
partment separate from public works partially as a result of its unofficial 
policy of bypassing the public works heads. Through this policy, traffic 
engineering exerted pressure on city officials to change its status in the 
municipal structure.  It appears that the disaster provided the opportunity 
for making official what was being done on an unofficial level. Thus, the 
argument could be presented to those who might have objected to the change, 
e.g., the heads of public works, that it was being done to maximize the 
handling of traffic engineering problems brought on by rehabilitation. 

In the local Red Cross chapter, latent pre-disaster strain became mani- 
fest following the earthquake and resulted in some long-term change in the 
organization.  Because of the disaster chairman's multiple organizational 
memberships he did not perform his expected role in the disaster. Therefore, 
the emergency response of the chapter was seriously curtailed. The adaptation 
to this strain involved the replacement of the role incumbent and the reor- 
ganization of the disaster committee — including appointing a co-chairman as 
a back-up. 

Finally, our data indicate that the inadequate role performance of the 
"plans officer" in the Alaska Disaster Office was a source of strain even 
prior to the disaster. This had been kept within limits mainly by not assign- 
ing him important duties.  But during the emergency and rehabilitation per- 
iods this kind of control could not be maintained because everyone had to 
"pull his own weight" since there was so much to be accomplished. Thus, a 
different kind of adaptation had to be made, which was to replace the role 
incumbent. 

External Conditions: New Demands 

Emergence of New Patterns. — In addition to responding to internal 
problems, organizations must also adjust to their environments. As external 
conditions are altered, organizations must, in turn, make certain adjustments. 
Otherwise, their very existence may be threatened over the long run. For a 
number of organizations, the earthquake introduced new environmental problems 
or demands.  In the process of meeting them, new organizational patterns 
developed. 

The expanded port operation created a new environmental problem for the 
Anchorage fire department — increased fire hazard. To cope with this, a 
fire inspector was appointed and the port fire brigade was established. 

Earthquake induced environmental changes were partly responsible for 
the expansion of building inspection and its new departmental status.  In- 
creased task demands and greater responsibility seemed to call for a larger 
staff and the added autonomy given by departmental status. 

•; 
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Acceleration of Preexisting Patterns of Change. — Modified external 

conditions also led to the acceleration of a number of pre-disaster organi- 
zational patterns of change. Long-term changes programmed for the future 

were advanced a number of years either because they were perceived as immedi- 
ately necessary or because it seemed that certain gains would be made in 

light of the altered environment. 

Consider for a moment the latter situation. After the earthquake, port 

and city officials had to deal with new environmental conditions and rela- 

tionships largely due to the neutralization of the competition usually offered 
by other major Alaskan ports. To take advantage of the absence of competi- 

tion and to establish the port as the state's major water terminal, officials 

hastened to implement plans for expansion and development by several years 
and to reorganize the port department's staff. 

Certain pre-disaster patterns of change were accelerated in the water 

division of the public works department because of their relevance to new 

external conditions. Officials reported that the division's move toward a 

status separate from public works was accelerated because of new demands such 

as the need to expand operations in the port area. Two new positions were 

created and the division was given more responsibility. Such changes had 
been planned prior to the earthquake, but the change in external circumstances 

made them necessary sooner than had been anticipated. 

External Conditions:  Increased Support 

A number of new patterns of change emerged in some organizations be- 

cause they were given increased outside support following the earthquake. 

For example, civil defense programs seemed, for a while anyway, more important 

than they had before. As a result, official bodies that allocate resources 
tor civil defense, such as the Anchorage city council and t.he Alaska state 

legislature, became more generous. 

This seemed to be the reason that the Anchorage city council not only 
approved the reappointment of the civil defense department director after the 

disaster but also ratified the appointment of an assistant director. Before 

the earthquake there had been some question whether the department would be 

even continued after the director resigned. Another indication of increased 

support was city council's creation of the civil defense disaster board. 

Some Alaska Disaster Office changes can also be explained by the unus- 

ual amount of support it received after the disaster. It acquired more per- 

sonnel and the legislature appropriated money for a new communication system. 

In sum, the desire of some organizations for growth and expansion which 
had been stymied before the disaster, was realized afterwards because their 

bargaining positions were improved. 
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Infrequency of Retardation of Organizational Change 

Theoretically, one of the most important consequences of any community 
disaster might be the retardation of change already in process. On numerous 
occasions, the destruction of important organizational resources by a disaster 
agent most certainly has been responsible for the abandonment of established 
plans for growth already in the process of being realized before such events 
happened.  In these instances, such plans are often forgotten because the 
mere recovery or survival of the organization itself becomes a real challenge. 
However, in this study, the earthquake was clearly responsible for impeding 
important long-term ongoing change in only one organization:  The Salvation 
Army had to postpone plans to organize a new center. 

There appear to be two reasons why the earthquake did not generally 
inhibit changes that were underway.  First, after a fairly short time, many 
organizations were able to control the amount of disruption experienced and 
to absorb the loss of resources. This was true of the Anchorage Natural Gas 
Corporation, among others.  Although the disaster was a shock to such organi- 
zations, they were able to restore their equilibrium to a large degree and 
continue with pre-established programs and plans. 

Secondly, many organizations that undoubtedly would have found it nec- 
essary to make significant modifications in their existing structures and in 
growth plans due to loss of resources, did not have to because new external 
sources of financial assistance were made available. This was particularly 
true of public organizations. For example, state and local agencies directly 
and indirectly benefitted from the extensive federal aid given to state and 
local governments, thus offsetting their lost resources. As previously 
noted, federal agencies provided millions of dollars in assistance. 

The case of the Anchorage Independent School District is a good example. 
School officials had made plans prior to the disaster for adding personnel 
including a psychologist and a librarian.  Shortly after the disaster, these 
additions were deleted from the coming year's budget. However, they were 
again restored when a special $484,000 grant was given to the schools by the 
Ford Foundation in June 1964.  The Office of Emergency Planning provided even 
greater assistance.  It spent funds amounting to million.« of dollars for the 
reconstruction and rehabilitation of damaged Anchorage facilities. 

The Absence of More Long-terra Change 

When the magnitude of the earthquake is taken into account, it is some- 
what surprising to note the limited extent of actual long term changes initi- 
ated by it. While some organizations did experience significant change, a 
large number underwent few or only minor long-term adjustments. However, our 
research was completed a year and a half after the disaster — farily early 
AS  far as longitudinal studies go; more changes may yet appear. 

f 
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The question that comes to mind, though, is why more disaster initiated 
long-term changes did not appear a year and a half after the earthquake.  It 

is no less difficult to account for the absence of change than to account for 

its presence. Nevertheless, we shall make some attempt to answer this ques- 

tion in light of the available data. Twt factors seem to account, in part, 

for the absence of a greater amount of long-term organizational change. 

Absence of Significant Environmental and Internal Impact 

First, it seems that a  number of organization: experienced little or no 
long-term change because -- except for the brief emergency period -- the dis- 
aster did not appreciably alter their relationship to their environment, nor 
significantly affect their internal patterns.  This was true, for example, of 

the Anchorage Daily Times, the Anchorage telephone department, and station 

KENI.  By and large, once the initial emergency was over, these organizations 

did not find it necessary to adapt on a long-term basis to a new set of ex- 
ternal or internal conditions. 

Low Priority of Needed Changes 

Also, certain long-term changes that were perceived as desirable by 

some organizations were not made because they were of low priority vis-a-vis 

other considerations. Organizations must allocate their resources among a 

number of concerns. Usually high priority items override low priority ones. 
Accordingly, in some organizations needed changes were not made because such 

changes were treated as secondary to other problems.  Some organizations, for 

example, had not written disaster plans because they were unwilling to divert 
their members from more immediately pressing tasks. Also, many organizations 

were unwilling to allocate funds for emergency equipment if other needs would 
have to be set aside. 

Presbyterian Hospital represents an extreme case where overriding pri- 

orities interfered with the implementation of needed long-term changes. The 

serious financial situation the hospital was in had not improved a year and a 

half later.  In some respects, it had become more acute. Thus, little was 

done with regard to disaster preparedness because the most pressing concern 
was tha very survival of the organization itself. 

Concluding Observations 

This study provides additional evidence to support the proposition that 

durable social systemic change may grow out of circumstances created by natu- 
ral disaster. There are also some other general implications of this study. 
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First, this study underscores the necessity of considering both internal 

and environmental variables when conducting research on social systemic 

change. Again our data indicate that the disaster facilitated long-term or- 

ganizational change through its impact on both the internal patterns and en- 

vironmental situations of organizations. 

Some of the organizations in our study experienced long-term change be- 

cause internal strains evolved after the earthquake or because preexisting 

ones were heightened by it. Yet organizations and other social systems do 

not exist in isolation. They function in an environment composed of both 
social and physical elements. Such elements were important in accounting for 

organisational change in this study. Our findings show, for example, that 

the receipt of outside support following the disaster enabled some organiza- 

tions to make certain changes and enabled others to maintain previously exist- 
ing levels of growth and development. 

Second, this study once again points out the interdependent nature of 
elements in social systems like the community. Our findings indicate, for 

example, that in some cases Anchorage organizations were required to undergo 

long-term change following the earthquake in response to changes in other 
community organizations. This sometimes occurred when Anchorage organizations 

were closely interrelated as in the case of government organizations. 

Finally, this study further indicates the strong continuity in human 
social organization. Even though the earthquake was very disruptive in both 
a physical and a social sense, community organizations were not changed to 

the degree that they were hardly recognizable a year and a half later. There 

was considerable continuity between pre-disaster and post-disaster organiza- 

tional patterns. Many of the long-term changes, rather than being new forms, 

were pre-disaster trends that were accelerated by the earthquake. Mention has 

also been made of th*» 'nfrequency with which previously existing plans for 
change were abandoned by organizations.  It seems that the main efforts of 

many organizations were directed at re-establishing disrupted patterns. This 
study indicates, then, that organizational behavior following the Alaska 

earthquake was aimed at the maintenance , £ certain preexisting patterns as 
well as bringing about long-term change. 
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APPENDIX 

METHODOLOGY 

The Disaster Research Center studied the organizational response to the 

March 27, 1964 earthquake, focusing on the immediate emergency period.1 The 
present study is a continuation and elaboration of the initial research ef- 
fort. Consequently, the methodologies of the two studies are inextricably 
bound and we will discuss aspects of both. 

Selection of the Disaster and Organizational Units 

A five-man DRC field team arrived in Anchorage during the night of 
March 28.  Elements of this group remained in Anchorage for a week to inter- 
view various organizational officials and to collect other kinds of data. 
Second and third field trips were made in May and June 1964 to complete the 
data gathering on the initial research problem and to conduct intensive inter- 
views in two organizations. On three final field trips, information on long- 

tsrm organizational change -- the subject of the present study — was col- 
lected. These trips were made in August 1964, and in Mar'b and August 1965. 

T.ius, the data gathering period for this study was a year and a half. 

There were several reasons why this particular disaster was chosen for 

study and why the focus was on the greater Anchorage area rather than on the 

other affected Alaska communities. First, the general research design called 

for giving priority to natural disasters that met the following criteria: 
(1) the impact of the disaster agent was sudden and unanticipated, (2) it 

resulted in a considerable loss of life and property, (3) it occurred in a 
metropolitan area, and (4) it caused considerable disruption to normal com- 
munity processes. 

It was anticipated that such a disaster would result in numerous con- 

tingencies and thus make it possible for the researcher to observe the de- 
velopment of emergency structures and processes in the community. The re- 
search plan gave high priority to disasters which occurred in large communi- 
ties because of the likelihood of the presence of a variety of organizations 

and groups that could be studied. The earthquake met most of the established 

criteria, including the fact that Anchorage was by far the largest of the af- 

fected communities. 

In DRC studies, organizations are usually the primary units of analysis 

for two reasons. First, there is a dearth of information on organizational 

functioning in disaster. Second, the crucial roles which many organizations 
play during periods of community disaster warrant more systematic study. 
Thus, a number of organizations in Anchorage representing both local and 

state levels were selected for analysis. 
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The initial research effort was oriented toward acquiring answers to 
the following questions from each organization included in the study:  (1) 

What was the organization like prior to the disaster? That is, what were its 
internal characteristics such as size, authority and decision-making patterns, 

and activities? <2)  Whr.t was the  nature of its relationship with other 
organization??  (3) :.Vhct wore Che organization's major activities duiring the 
emergency pc-rioJ? Also, disastr r-created problems and adaptations were noted. 

And finall>, (4) what was the nature of the organization's involvement with 
other orgar izations and groups «.luring the emergency period? Attention was 

giver, to ir.stance:j cf interorganizational cooperation and conflict. 

Thus, intimation cbout the organizations' pre-disaster structures and 

functions was acquired to provide a context from which to view their emergency 

response. This data enabled us to subsequently determine the extent and 

significance of the organizations' emergency adjustments. Information about 

the intra- and interorganizaticnal structures and functions during the 
emergene> period was collected. The emergency period was defined as the first 

three days following the disaster when the greatest demands were placed on the 

community's resources. 

The sample for the- first study was drawn from the Anchorage organiza- 

tions involved in the emergency community response.  Initially, the organiza- 

tions studied w.:n those most actively involved in the emergency, thus per- 

mitting the  researchers to reconstruct the general pattern of the organized 

community response.  Later the research was expanded to include organizations 
not as actively involved but which exhibited some interesting patterns or 

problems.  Therefore, a purposive rather than probability sample was drawn. 

The need for flexibility in selecting organizations for the initial 
study cannot be overemphasised. In a probability sample, many organizations 

with vital disaster roles would have been left out leaving us with an incom- 
plete understanding of the organized community response.  Several methods 

were used to identify the organizations to be included in the sample. Direct 
observation of some organizations involved in emergency activities was 
possible. For example, soon after reaching Anchorage, the field team went to 

the two principal 3mergency coordinating centers and here officials of some 
of the most important organizations were identified. When these officials 

were interviewed, they frequently mentioned other groups that should be 
contacted. Alsc, in a few instances, persons from organizations that the re- 

searchers knew little about approached them and volunteered information. 

Or the twenty-three organizations selected for the present study, all 

but two were part of the initial study. Thus, for most of the organizations 

base-line data from which the presence or absence of long-term change could 
be measured had already been collected, as well as data on their emergency 

responses which might be related to any long-term change they experienced. 

The primary task remaining in the second study was the acquisition of informa- 

tion on the long-term patterns and changes in these organizations. A 

broadcasting company and a daily newspaper were the organizations added to 



the second study; the former was added because it was experiencing an 

interesting change, the latter because its inclusion rounded out the kinds of 
organizations considered. 

Sources of Data 

Several sources of data were utilized in both studies. They were:  (1) 
unstructured and semi-structured interviews with organization members, (2) 

on-the-scene and partially tape-recorded observations of organizations in 
operation during the emergency period, and (3) various kinds of organizational 
documents. The interview data were the most important for this study; other 

sources were used as supporting information. 

Interviews 

The basis for choosing respondents was the same in both studies. The 
field team tried to interview persons at more than one level in an organiza- 
tion, at somewhat corresponding positions in the various organizations, and 
those persons thought to be most familiar with a given situation or event as 
it affected their organization. 

Except for two organizations which were later analyzed in depth the 
interviews conducted during the first study were relatively unstructured. 
The interview guide briefly outlined topics to be covered and the logical 
point at which such topics could be introduced. It was felt that this 
approach would maximize the opportunity for acquiring rich descriptive 
accounts from respondents, and to a considerable degree it did. 

The interviewer guided the respondent, determined the tone of the 
interview, structured questions as it progressed, and probed for information 

about key events and problems. These interviews varied from one-half hour to 

two hours in length. 

Because they were highly involved in the emergency response, the 

Anchorage public works department and the Alaska Disaster Office were 

subjected to more comprehensive analysis. Members of these organizations 
were interviewed in depth and a more structured interview guide with open-end 

questions was used. More persons were interviewed in these two organizations 

than in the others. The interviews lasted from one and a half to three hours. 

The guide for the organizational change study had a series of open-end 

questions aimed at eliciting information about both intra- and interorganiza- 
tional change. Because the research problem was more specific, the interviews 
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were somewhat more structured, 
the following areas: 

Long-term organizational change was sought in 

I.  Intraorganizational change 
A. Structural — creation of new positions or units, changes in 

lines of authority, decision making, etc. 
B. Personnel — general increase or decrease 
C. Function — change in what the organization does, i.e., its 

activities 
D. Disaster planning — development of disaster plans or revision 

of old plans 
E. Technical-physical — development of disaster warning facili- 

ties, change in supplies and material available, etc. 

II.  Interorganizational change 
A. External relationships -- change in the nature of involvement with 

other organizations, e.g., closer ties, or emergence of conflict 
relations 

B. Points of communication — creation of interorganizational 
liaison positions and committees 

C. Technical — creation of new technical systems to facilitate 
communications, etc. 

These areas were considered because the work of other social scientists 
and our own disaster research experience suggested that change might occur in 
these dimensions.  Several general questions were also included to enable us 
to get data on change which did not fit into one of these specific areas. 
Further, interviewers were responsible for probing and asking respondents why 
they thought a change in a given area was related to the disaster experience 
or, in the absence of change, why none occurred. After field trips four and 
five, some questions were added and a few unnecessary ones omitted from the 
interview guide. 

The loi.g-term change interviews varied from one-half to two hours in 
leiigth.  During the three field trips, ninety-four of these interviews were 
conducted.  Because of the relatively unstructured nature of the interviews, 
they were tape recorded and typed verbatim before being analyzed. The vast 
majority of respondents did not seem to be inhibited by the use of the tape 
recorder. Only a few persons said they preferred to be interviewed without 
it.  In some instances when interviewees were asked to talk about conflicts 
or other problems they requested that such remarks not be taped; however, they 
did not object to having their comments recorded by hand. Most respondents 
seemed willing to discuss rather sensitive areas with little hesitation. The 
field team members assured each respondent that his anonymity would be main- 
tained and, evidently, this assurance neutralized any threat perceived in the 
situation. Organizational officials in Anchorage were highly cooperative 
throughout all phases of the research. 

i 
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Non-participant Observation 

Direct observation of organizational activities was another source of 
data used in both sfydies.  Because DRC field team members arrived in 
Anchorage during the emergency period, they observed emergency operations as 
they recurred and in some instances even when they were being organized. 
Thus, in some cases, less reliance had to be placed on reconstructive inter- 
views. Team members were present at the principal emergency coordinating 
centers and attended organizational and city council meetings.  In a few 
instances, e.g., some city council meetings, the proceedings were tape re- 
corded. Usually the field team members took handwritten notes. 

The fact that field team members were able to observe emergency organi- 
zational processes, conflicts, and other problems underscores the importance 
of rapidly dispatching researchers to the disaster scene. Such observations 
not only serve as a check on the reports by respondents, but tend to make the 
research less sterile for the investigators. 

Non-participant observation was also used on the field trips which 
dealt more specifically with long-term organizational change.  For example, 
on the last field trip a year and a half after the disaster, the author at- 
tended certain organizational meetings because they had a bearing on the re- 
search problem. 

Documents 

Various kinds of documents were the final source of data for both 
studies. The following were the major types of such material used:  (1) 
During the course of data gathering, organizational officials were asked for 
minutes of meetings, policy statements, disaster plans, communication logs, 
after-action reports, budgets, and recorded messages of various kinds. As a 
result, an extensive body of such data was acquired.  (2) Several tape re- 
corded radio broadcasts made during the emergency and rehabilitation periods 
following the disaster were acquired.  (3) Finally, numerous newspaper ac- 
counts were used as supplementary data.  One Anchorage newspaper was sub- 
scribed to from the time of the initial emergency throughout the rehabilita- 
tion period. 
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NOTES:  Appendix 

The findings of this study are reported in Daniel Yutzy with William A. 
Anderson and Russell R. Dynes, Community Priorities in the Anchorage, 
Alaska Earthquake, 1964a Disaster Research Center Monograph Series 
(Columbus: Disaster Research Center, Th» Ohio State University, 1969). 
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tions. Major focus of the research is placed on obtaining an extensive and 
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and how they arc solved by affected persons, communities, and societies. The 

Center conducts field studies both in this country and overseas. Part of the 

research of the Center also involves the laboratory study of groups under stress. 
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